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Than Conviction of 29
Our Cover Design More
Needed to Halt Fascist Flood
On the cover of this issue of The Anti Nazi Bulletin is a display
of headlines from a few of the many subversive publications recently distributed in the United States, whose publishers have so far not
been brought to trial. A few of them are under Federal indictment,
but none have been punished, and most of them are still spreading
their propaganda poisons today, in the midst of war. Their agitation constitutes an ever-present danger to the minds of unthinking, easily-amused persons.
Court Asher's THE X-RAY, of Muncie, Indiana, still attacks
freedom and liberty, and spreads anti-British, anti-Russian, and
anti-Semitic propaganda in weekly editions, just as before the war.
Leon D'Aryan's BROOM joins With William Kullgren's AMERICA SPEAKS, to preach religious dissension along the Pacific
Coast, and these publications currently print articles or correspondence by sedition-trial figures like Elizabeth Dilling, Lawrence Dennis, Henry Klein, and Ellis O. Jones. The publishers of all three
of these papers were indicted in 1942 for conspiracy to commit sedition, but they apparently feel that nothing can happen to them
until the present case is disposed of. THE CROSS AND THE
FLAG, Detroit monthly which claims a fabulous circulation; is published by Gerald L. K. Smith, former Ku Klux Klan organizer and
Silver Shirt member. It continues to assail every American leader
who has run afoul of the Nazi and Japanese war lords, and attacks
England, Russia, Negroes, Jews, and democrats indiscriminately,
earning for its publisher a citation by the Veterans of Foreign Wars
as "Hitler's American Mouthpiece". MONEY is the New York
front for a horde of "Money" clubs all over the country, devoted
to proving that we are sure to go bankrupt ipstead of winning the
war. MONEY lately got a new publisher after its founder, who was
once chairman of the America First Committee's Speakers' Bureau
at Brooklyn. N. Y., was sent to jail for draft evasion. THE GAELIC-AMERICAN, once a healthy, nostalgic paper devoted to the
cause of Irish freedom, lately fell into near-bankruptcy, and came
under control of interests which have made it a potent organ of
Coughlinite propaganda and Christian-Frontism ready to cooperate
with "Peace Now" and similar groups. WESTERN VOICE, published by Harvey H. Springer, of Colorado, is typical of many
anti-democratic, racistic propaganda papers, published under the
guise of religious fundamentalism. WESTERN VOICE and THE
DEFENDER (Winrod's paper, for whose propaganda efforts he was
indicted) regularly exchange editorial texts, and reprint material

f rom THE CROSS AND THE FLAG.
WOMEN'S VOICE, Chicago organ of the ultra-isolationist
"Mothers" organizations, is directed by Mrs. Lyn Clark Van
Hyping, head of We, The Mothers, Mobilize for America, Inc.,
whose letter-head appears beside the publication. Many times exposed by the Anti-Nazi League, "The Mother Racket", with groups
all over the country, is the subject of an excellent article in the current WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION.
The Constitutional Educational League BULLETIN, described
in two Federal indictments as one of the propaganda tools used to
advance the interests of a sedition conspiracy, is one of many publications, all anti-democratic in character, published by Joseph P.
Kamp, former supporter of the Friends of Germany (an antecedent
of the Bund) and once editor, along with Lawrence Dennis, of
THE AWAKENER.

THE_DCSING CAZAVAN, a weekly "newsletter", is issued
by a former office manager of the America First Committee.
rf was part of the "Green Mountaineer" series issued
in New York, and distributed in collaboration
Pen.
byI
with'01Farles .son, Nebraska defendant now on trial for sedi• ICAN VINDICATOR (which has just given way
tion. The
AMERICAN NATIONALIST), is the
to a new publics
voice of Senator Robert S. Reynolds, "the Tar Heel Fuehrer", who
American isolationist, Nationalvarious
the
merge
to
is now trying
ist and KKK elements into a single "Nationalist Party". Although
SCRIBNER'S COMMENTATOR is no longer with us, we include
it because its former editors, now with publications like the READERS:-.03.G.ES1reontinue to be active in inserting subtle anrelltee
tive propaganda into other magazines.
WOMEN INVESTORS IN AMERICA, INC., is another of
the many organizations playing on the "mother" theme in an attempt to steal, through political maneuvering, the fruits of our victories in the field of battle.
The League believes that most of these publications and organizations, and many others like them, are no less dangerous a part
of the Nazi underground strength in America than are the open
leaders and propagandists who are already on trial. The task of the
Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League is not lessened by the current sedition trial, but increased — because the propaganda of the men and
women now under indictment has been taken over, and even enlarged in scope, by such groups as these. Some of the so-called
"small-fry" subversives such as those represented on this cover, are
already big enough to help swing elections, or even to stage "putsches" at national conventions, and to enlist Senators, Congressmen,
and Governors in their cause. It is the vitally urgent task of the
Anti-Nazi League to expose these un-American forces before they
are strong enough to steal from us the fruits of our victories in Normandy, and on Saipan.

of Propaganda by Subversives
Winning of _Battle in Federal Court Should
Prove Spur to Further Attack On
Spreaders of Hate in 1J. S.

By Prof. James H. Sheldon
Just as we go to press startling news has come, concerning political over-turns in Germany and Japan.
We have had no such good news of great reverses affecting the
plans of Hitler's political allies still hard at work among the people of our own country.
"Hitler Salutes His American Mouthpiece" is the title of a
splendid brochure just issued by thelD
Veterans of Foreign Wars (Mo.) punishment is a routine matter of
The Veterans are worried, just as law enforcement. The public unis the Anti-Nazi League, about derstanding of what this war Is all
what they call "The Isolationism about which ought to result from
of 1945", the apostles of which were the dramatic evidence that the Govplanted among our people by the ernment is presenting is, however,
Germans and their American fel- a vital part of winning the war.
low-travellers, long before Pearl For that reason, this entire issue
Harbor. Along with "Hitler's of the Anti-Nazi Bulletin is devoted
Mouthpieces" are lasted people like to a review of the sedition conspirWee. Dudley Pelley, Gerald L. K. acy Case.
Smith, Mrs. Elisabeth Dining, Gerllinindicted Vocal
ald P. Nye, Col. Robert McCormick,
It is altogether possible to win
Frankly, we are a great deal disbattles in Normandy and among turbed. We are disturbed by the
the isles of the Pacific, and still evident fact that large groups. of
lose the war — in the, sense of fail- Americans are not disturbed by the
ing to make the world any safer daily revelations in Judge Eicber's
for freedom than it won in 1914, courtroom.
when Hitler became dictator of
We are disturbed, too, by the
Germany, or in 1941, on the eve vigorous and skillful efforts of
of Pearl Harbor.
"Hitler's Mouthpieces" to substiThere are two separate tests of tute false issues for the real issues
how near we are to winning the in this case.
War.
Thus, no sooner had the Grand
One of them is the news from Jury returned its indictment in
the battlefronts and from inside January, 1944, than Col. McCorGermany and Japan.
mick's Chicago Tribune cried out
in defense of the accnsed propaPropaganda Peril
gandists (who had already been
The second test is the news from permitted to operate during more
inside our own country, as to how than two whole years of war)
succeesfut or unsuccesaful the enndr trorr4=s'
.-"The" 'citizen who
emy's Fifth Column of political re- fled and outraged by the governserve-trope has been. If these for- merles conduct may fancy himces can keep their foothold, and self a believer in liberty, but he's
gain control of American public kidding himself "
opinion or of an effective bloc of
Senator Nye, outstanding "Amervotes, they are in a position to ica First" politiman, had already
steal from us the fruits of our declared on the floor of the Senate:
victories in Matte.
"Most of those involved in this
Reich Propaganda Misdates alleged conspiracy.. are no more
of
boasted
guilty of conspiracy than I am."
Gm:libels has repeatedly
The Cross and the Flag; organ
this fact, and declared that the
Nazis would take advantage of our of the ex-Silver-Shixter Gerald L.
institutions of free speech to secure K. Smith cried through the slow poison of political
`Political persezutiou."
propaganda what could not be won
And the New York Daily News,
on the battlefield.
long a pillar of extreme isolation"It will always remain the best ist and pro-appeasement sentiment,
Joke made by the democratic sys- Professed tome in the entire trial
tem, that it provided its deadly nothing but "fourth term propaenemies with the means of de- ganda:"
stroying it." — is the way Dr.
We would expect such sentiments
Goebbels gleelully put his Planfrom publications like those assemOne of the most definite tests of bled on the front page of this Antithe strength of these propagandist Nazi Bulletin, and we might even,
paratroopers in our midst Is to be momentarily, dismiss them as "profound in the public reaction to the paganda". But propaganda has a
sedition conspiracy trial which has habit of seeping upward — and
been going forward in Washing- when it reaches the columns of a
newspaper with 1,000,000 readers
ton since April 17,
it is no longer a matter to be disTrial Tests Opinion
missed. •
We look with distrust upon crocWe do not believe that the 29
men and women on trial there could odile tears shed for civil liberties
have, all by themselves, managed by the Chicago Tribune, because
to set up a fascistic form of gov- that paper has generally concernernment in the United States or to ed itself deeply with this issue
aeriously impair the morale of our only when its friends could claim
troops — the things which they the benefit We cannot take sericonspired to help bring about, ac- ously a cry of "political persecution" from a man who, like Gerald
cording to the indictment.
The case of them 29 profession- Smith, was an expert practitioner
al political manipulators and pro- of that very art, as a Ku Klux Klan
pagandists is, nevertheless, one of organizer and Silver-Shirter.
Nazi propagandists, whether paid
the most important developments
of the year 1944 in connection with agents or misled dupes conspiring
the final winning of the war, be- with them, may be generally excause the evolution of this trial pected to try to operate under such
provides an almost perfect index of false-fronts as free speech, reliAmerican public opinion toward the gion, patriotism, and the like.
basic issues over which we are 'Thoughtful Americans recognise
freedom of speech as one of the
fighting.
The defendants are charged with essential mechanisms of democracy.
being part of a vast conspiracy They also realize that paid propawith our deadly German enemies- gandists and persons conspiring
For several years they have dis- with the enemy most be punished,
played, all over the United States, if free speech is to be protected
perfect examples of the Nazi for our children. Freedom of speech
scheme of life, and they have done is not involved in such punishment,
this to concert with the Axis. Their except when enemy friends try to

use a distorted image of it as a
shield for their misdeeds.
,
Fight Aids Nazis
Quite the contrary: we see in all
of this public beating of editorial
breasts a considered attempt on the
part of the "isolationists of 1945"
to get the American people to close
their eyes to the fact that this
war originated with the Nazis and
has been ably fought for them, not
only in the field of battle, but also
in the political field.
The way in which James J.
Laughlin and other defense attorneys have repeatedly made "motions" which were clearly intended
for the columns of the Chicago
Tribune and its friends, rather than
for the consideration of the Court,
is an example of this effort. We are
informed, indeed, that on more than
one notable occasion the texts of
these "defense motions" were actually known to the Chicago Tribune before they were known to the
Judge, Credence is given to such reports by the fact that more than a
year ago, certain members of counsel for the defendants were openly
trying to raise large sums of money, net to hire more attorneys to
look up law, but to secure nationwide publicity for the propaganda
which their clients hoped to be able
to spread throughout the country,
from the platform of a witnesschair in it United States Court.
Hoffman Helps
Meanwhile, because they did not
feel that it would be helpful to
their cease to have the facts of
this alleged conspiracy come out
in public, politicians with a seem-el of strong support for the isolationist., pro-appeasement position,
made every effort to seep-the
Thus, Congressman Clare E. Hoffman (R., Mich.) actually flied a
House Resolution to investigate
several organizations that had been
helpful to the Department of Justice, for their temerity in digging
into the doings of many of these
very propagandists who are now
on trial!
The public response given to the
progress of the sedition conspiracy
cases will be an accurate index of
the success or lack of success which
Goebbels and the Germans have had
in achieving their purposes Here.
The German High Command will
not measure their headway in
terms of news from the battlefront
alone. Indeed, they must by now
have become accustomed to bad
news from that quarter. Their one
remaining hope — and it is still
a fairly bright hope — is that they
may be able to blind the eyes of
the free nations, and, through SOME
last minute shift of military command, open the way for their
ready-made political friends Orem
to carry on a successful agitatior
for that kind of a peace wine/
would leave the spoils of the was
Mill largely in anti-Elemocrath
hands and impose upon the peoples
of every free country a residua
harden of hates, prejudices am
fears which might for generation:
impair the forward march of roan
kind.
TO OUR

susscanBERs

Because this Special Sedition
Trial Issue has involved so great
an amount of investigation and
research, we have omitted the
preceding issue and combined its
material with this one- Subscriptions have been extended
accordingly.
We urge you to secure bundle
orders of this Special Issue, for
the, widest possible distribution
among your friends. Quantity
rates on application to THE
ANTI-NAZI BULLETIN, 165
West 46th Street, New York 19,
N. Y.
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U. S. Winds Noose of Evidence Around 26
In Trial Charging Conspiracy With Hitler
THESE WILL DECIDE

Bund Program Put in Evidence Despite
Frantic Efforts of Defense to Prevent
Baring of Clients' Part in Propaganda
By Dorothy Waring
The United States District Court in Washington was not designed for the
trial of causes celebres. It was made small, intimate, dignified. It was made a place
for the consideration, by a Justice, a jury, a defendant, or maybe two defendants,
and two or perhaps four attorneys, of legal issues to he quietly discussed, ruled
upon, and decided.
The little room was never designed for a spectacle. It was
not made for the use of yelling, propagandist-minded procedureempty lawyers, in droves of a score or more, apparently seeking
to drown out the Court, the prosecution and even their colleagues
by sheer force of lung and fist.
Yet it is doubtful if the history of American jurisprudence ever
witnessed so composite a picture
of bad manners and bad feeling
HE PRESIDES
as jammed that small space jliq
pursting on April 17, 1944.

gauntlet of questions—"Were you
opposed to Lend Lease?—Mould
you be influenced by criticism of
President Roosevelt or his policies
--or by the allegation that Roosevelt is a Jew—by criticism of Jests
—do you have Jewish ancestry—
are you related by marriage to any
Jews—are any of your business
partners Jews—what newspaper do
you read—what columnists do you
read—whit does

On that date the people of the

Here is the jury that will try the 29 accused of sedition, Shown

'Jew' mean—

what is 'Zionism'—what does 'in-

United States brought to trial, un-

an indictment secured on Zan-

ternational banker' mean—what is

nary 3rd, thirty persons charged

meant by 'Mongolian Jew'—have

der

just after they were sworn in are, front row: Mrs. Alice J. Billingsley

row, left to right: Paul Es Johnson,
Jr. (alternate), Frederick A. amain, Nyle B. Eake, Charles M. Saeger,
and Mrs. Julia T. Butt, Second

you read Mein Kamer—the jury

Jr., Earle IL, Alvey, Jr., Henry Aschenbach. Third roe: John IL Raid-

of government whose protection

to hear the case was finally

man, Thomas B. Bailey, Jr., Leo F. Diegelman, William H. Fleming

they now sought by due process of

selected

law,

panels had been dismissed.

with conspiring to destroy the form

and of seeking to subvert the

morale of the armed forces of the

16, after previous

The jury, as selected, and whose

nation.

decision must be

Death Claims One

unanimous for a

verdict, has 6Catholies, a Methodist, a Swedenborgian, a Lutheran, a
"former Lutheran" and two persons

Within a few days their number
was reduced, by the death of El-

J, Garner of

on May

Wichita, Kansas,

with no church affiliation, among

to twenty-nine. Those who, by the

its members. The jurors are:

time the jury had been selected,

Walter Plants salesman; Nyle B.
Beide, a foreman;
Aschem-

mer

actuall( tame to trial
LaWrenen

Henry

were:
Dennis, George -

syr.

bach, store manager; Mrs. A. J.
Billingsley, telephone operator;

rester Viereck, August Klapprott,
Herman Schwinn, Hans Diebel,

Thomas B. Bailey, jr., bank clerk;
Julia T. Butt, housewife; Charles

tuary, Charles B. Hudson, Edward

M. Leager, jr., metallurgist; Leo

James Smythe, Robert Noble, Ellis
0.

Jones, Gerald

Dennett, Howard V. Broenstrupp,
also known as Count Victor CheFrank K. Ferenz, Parker Sage,
William R. Lyman, David J. Baxter, Robert Edward Edmondson,
Ernes
t

F. Elmhurst, Frank W.

steel by Jews and other minorities,
and (c) an assault upon the right
of free speech. These three charges
took immediate and violent form

LaFayette Washburn. W. D. Paley,
Peter Stahrenberg.

The personal record of each of
these is to be found in other columns of this issue of The AntiNazi Bulletin.

twenty-nine

defendants

and their

mer Congressman from Iowa, a
Mennonite. For a time the unpre-

cries of the defendants and their
attorneys, who often seemed to
talking more to

the press than

be

Fleming, architect, and P. E. JohnSome of the jurors are Mamma
and some are Knights of Columbus.
Immediately aft their

selection

they were retired while the court
Laughlin 'Hams' It

passed on s seemingly endless

C!everest and most flamboyant
of the counsel for the accused was
James J.

Opening Statement Declares Some Received Pay
From Germans for Services in Helping._
- Undermine IYIerale in United States

yer representing, by Court appoint-

Edward

of other defendants. His first task
was to explain the absence of his

League in April. With Smythe apprehended near the Canadian border the next day, April 15, this

that they con-

day they were indicted,

last

Culprits Got Pay

Typical of the mental atttitude
of the frightened and hate-poison-

Mr. Rogge declared that at least

ad crew was the action May 16 of

two of the defendants were paid

Ernest F. Elmhurst who filed suit

for their propaganda in behalf of

against his

a Nazi revolution in this country

for $190,000 and coats

by sources in Germany.

attorney, Ira C. Keane, charging
an

Heading

"unholy alliance" between

off

one phase. of the

charges made by

so Ellrohnrst

the defense

that

the trial is partisanly political in
character, Rogge said that while

"bribed" Koehee.

certain political sections of the

MIMIC=

Dennis, who early in trial be-

public had been ardently

isolationist both before and since
Pearl Harbor, this was not the ran

after the first outbursts the Judge
from then on issued a veritable
found
voice and his gavel,
of subpoenas and appli-

half-storm

for three of his companion defendants, whereupon the
ubiquitous Laughlin moved that

and from then on, with the aid of

cations to the Appellate and Su-

the whole panel be excused. Judge

manda-

Eicher overruled the motion. When

a

few stiff fines and several con-

tempt citations, he has managed to
control the situation.
The Government's case is being
presented

by Special

Prosecutor 0,

John Rogge,

pressure was relieved and Laughlin

preme Courts for writs of

mus

sanity test

certiorari, flooded the bench

Dennis charged in a widely ad-

with motions for dismissal, sever-

vertised address to the Court, that
the whole trial was "a political

ance and mistrial—wrote letters to
the President and issued releases
to the

press — all

in the

interest

maneuver," it was Rogge's turn to
object, and he managed to get the

i
ll,.

gestae of the Government's 'muse,

Colin."' .0

leg

0. JOHN ROGGE

general

agreement constant criticism

the

was once a Congressman from
Iowa, mounted the bench, adjusted
18, at 10:09 a.m. nodded to Special
Prosecutor 0. John Rogge, and
remarked:

would swallow the Nasi
conspiracy charge, hook, line and
and sinker, because the 1J. S. is fight- jury the
ing
to

in the United States. He

twat

maneuver

by the admiaistra- another motion for mistrial.

ties, (b) a step financed and motiv,

After running a rhetorical

(Continued

on

page 15)

German Reich was the crux of the
matter.
He pointed out that these

def endants actually Weed

worhl-wide conspiracy

Bought That EXTRA
War Bond Yet?

a

hatched in

Berlin, nursed in this country by
persons trained in the Nazi techalgae who taught It to others
and practiced it inn deliberate effort to overthrow the government of

prepared

ment.

of the

propaganda

his rimless spectacles, and, on May

had a

as

but that German Nazi

"made in America" and created
under orders and direction of the

clea
gne
u.p w
ollo
the
wroulhas
ians
apu
pr
o! of his and other people's clients. remark stricken from the record,
"The Government will proceed
laical scandal trials, and his as- As a result he drew a citation for but the Court allowed Dennis an
with its opening statement."
: sistant, Joseph Burns.
contempt, which, on his conviction exception. Dennis declared that
This, despite raucous interrupIf the Government
clear before Justice Jennings Bailey, Rogge had "assumed that an Amertions from all and sundry of
cut view of its own case,
also brought him a $150 fine, several icas jury
the counsel for the defense, Mr.
had the defendants. Despite general censures from his colleagues, an atRogge proceeded to do. He told the
disagreements on minor matters, tempt to fire him by Smythe,
Government was
there was
the Nazi Reich." Paralleling
from the bench
prove the charges in the indictamong most of them that they and press. Meanwhile he was him- the argument of the extreme "NaHe said the defendants had
mould try to use
foram
self indicted in an altogether dif- tionalist" press, he tried to draw
actively promoted a Nazi revolucourt room to try to propagandize ferent court for attempting to a comparison between this trial and
tion
, the American people into believing tamper with a jury hearing a case the Dreyfus case, just as Lois
asserted they had direct comet
,
, that this vitally important trial involving a bank-holdup, which in- Washburn and Deatherage
had
was nothing but (a) a purely poll- dictment he made the basis for still tried to make it a parallel
with the

•

not inadvertent

came his own attorney, asked a

both his

•

was

but planned, and
January 3rd.

Elmhurst Jittery

"betray him"; Rogge,
charged, having apparently

to

agents in this country. He said

their action

the

Protestant War Veterans hoax was

the court, threatened to disorganize the whole proceeding., lad

legal rowing, the jurist who

defense.

Koehn, Rogge and Burns to

a major activity of the Anti-Nazi

,

after almost a month of spectaeirlar

tinued these activities right up to

whose

client Smythe, an expose of

The Government of the United States, in the case of the twenty-nine defendants now on trial before Chief Justice Edward C.
Eicher, of the U. S. District Court in the District of Columbia, is
seeking to prove that they united in a criminal conspiracy to assist
in the setting up of a fascist form of government in this country,
and that they individually and 'ointly operated to disaffect the
morale of the armed forces of this country.
It is curious that the government's largest trial since the Civil
Hone with the Nazi government
War should he conducted in one of
in Germany and with its known
its smallest court-rooms. ' B u t

series of technical motions by the

Laughlin, pudgy, bald and

nervous District of Columbia law-

Judge Is Burdened
' ' James Smythe, West Coast hatelor
Robert Noble, and, in the manner
Presiding at the trial is the Hon. of a prize-fight manager, "pieces"

cedented bedlam caused by the out-

alternate jurors are W. H. I.
son jr., a contractor.

twenty-two lawyers—more or less,

ment, the unslakeable

Edward Clark Eicher. He is a for-

A. Revile, contractor, and Anthony
Falcone, insurance salesman. Two

from the threats of most of the

Clark, Joseph McWilliams, Lois de

and

F. Diegelinann, pharmacist; Fred

EDWARD C. EICHER

B. Winrod, Gar-

rep-Spiridovich, Gerhard W. ?Sense,

PROSECUTOR TO PROVE NAZI
AGENTS BACKED DEFENDANTS

John H. Hahlman, bank teller;

Elizabeth Dilling, George Deatherage, James B. True, Eagene Sanc-

land L. Alderman, Prescott Freese

(alternate). Walter I. Plant and Anthony Falcone,

the United States.

Cites Neel Origins
He made clear to the intently
listening jurors, who strove to concentrate

en

Rogge's charges

through a bedlam of objections,
hastily prepared motions, and the

tattoo

of Justice Eicher's

gavel,

(Continued on page 13)
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Defendants' Dossiers Reveal Vast Networl
Of Racial, Religious and Political Subversioi
Interlocking Interests Bare Unity
Of Purpose to Destroy Democratic
Processes and. Weaken War Effort

__

August Klapprott
Imprisoned after Pearl Her
August Klapprott was deputy na thereupon undertook to distra
the
book, through the agency of
Lionel leader of the German-Amerken Bund and vice-president of the "Fellowship Forum." organizat
to
whose
members he booeted 1
A. V. Publishing Co, which pub
lished the Deutscher Wearer and nis' opus as "a priceless come
ion."
Dennis,
along with Auhae
geohaehter, offiwas a regular writer for To-Da
cial Bend organ
Challenge,
the
Who are the men and women on trial in Washington charged with
"Forum's" slick-:
for propaganda
having in
Per propaganda journal. at a sea
America. On
conspired together to destroy the morale and loyalty of the armed
what
earlier
date
Dennis collet
forces of the August 18, 1940
ated with Joseph P. Ramp, in
United States, to aid the Nazi government of Germany?
at a Klan-Bend
of the so-called Couetitutimml B.
meeting, he said:
Are they, as the isolationist Chicago Tribune
rational League, in publishi
implies, merely extravagant "The object of the
The Awakener, of which he Band and the
patriots—albeit possibly 'crackpots'—whose exeesses
T.
Kamp and Dennis were bated
Klan are t h e
in rhetoric constitute nothing worse than 'rabble
editors, and to which John Fogb
poisoning the American spirit; in same." He disrous- such
Kelly, subsequently imprisoned
instances Goebbels had but to tributed copies
ing'?
an unregistered Franco agent, w
try, through his Bund and Welt- of speeches of
Or are they actually representatives of that desperate under- Dienst, to organize already-wi
a frequent contributor. So well d
lling Cong. Thorkelson
world of political propagandists who, as the Government charges, workers on an efficient assembly- for propaganda
The Awakener commend itself
joined hands with the sworn enemies of American democrac
y, to line plan, as parts of the world- purposes. At Manhattan Central the German high command that
early as 1933 a World Serviaid Hitler in "the establishment of national socialist or fascist
forms wide German machine. In other Opera House, April 23, 1941, he was release recommen
eases, the connection with the Nazi conspicuous at an America First
ded it on a p
of government... in the United States of America'?
master-conspirators was more or- meeting at which Lindbergh spoke. with the Band's Deutscher Weer
Are they really spear-heads of
ganic, and in some instances (like Immediately after Pearl Harbor he
the Nazi penetration into American with . . the loyalty, morale
and that of George Sylvester
told John Roy Carlson: "What
He was at first represented t
life? Or are they but cats-paws discipline of the military and
naval no real attempt was everViereck) America First Committee shouldthe attorney Lloyd Lanham,
for greater and more dangerous forces of the United States."
made to
be
with whom
doing now is to work for
conceal it.
strategy he became dissatigfie
forces hidden in the background ? The picture of German
propsBy understanding the careers negotiated peace." He was instru- and is now acting as his own at
Are they "sincere" Nazis, or merely gargle penetration into American
and machinations of these 29 men mental with Gerhard Wilhelm torney, and is viewed as the "be
commercial opportunists, hired to life is not told, however, in
terms and women, the thoughtful
Amer- Kuttze, a co-defendant, in the wether" of the defense. He Mir
manufacture propaganda on a of this indictment alone. It
would ican citizen can cotne
piece-work basis ? Are they just be a terribly false conclusio
clover to attempt through Edward James plaited that the seating of th
n
to
understand
ing
the basic nature of Smythe, also a co-defendant, to defendants under custody "gave a:
misguided citizens, or have they assume so. These defendant
s are the war in which we
actually allied themselves with a mostly the questionable "Amerare engaged, unite the Band sand the Klan. He air of criminality to the scene,
some of whose most active fronts is new serving a prison term for and bitterly denounced the use e
foreign government and become icons" u
-he helped our country's are manned
not
by
soldiers
captains and brlgaders in its slim enemies
In Axis counselling draft evasion and is the word "treason" in connection
under guise
hidden network of political Storm verted "patriotism." Beforeof per- uniforms, but by scientists who released in custody for the duration with the case by a New York news
bring- have brought to the art
Troopers ? Did they get money ing
paper. He wan resentful of the bolt
of political of this trial.
Conspiracy to trial at all,
fascism of some of the defense
from Germany ? Did they carry out a this
large section of Hitler's top- manipulation refinments never before attained in the history of
Lawrenc
and.deelared on April 26, "I do not
e
orders from Goebbels and his flight American representa
Dennis
associate myself with any chal.
minions ? Above all, how much had already been dealt with, tives human perfidy.
Lawrence
D7.7
nnis
reirtinnrywe
under
bia• longer (of prospectiv
One word of warning: These
harm have they already done, and charges of espionage, failure
e jurors). no
to cases do not represent the entire re/erred to as the "brains" of the to the race or religion
how can we be sure that their register as foreign agents.
of the
men and women on trial, by which
ob- Nazi conspiracy ineatee=ie
getbeete...
eth.
egrea
l
e
juror."
In
ids
books,
lehowever, He
is meant that he is the best
artilroar,
is anti-Semitic. fie tried to have
.c--"regerous of its educated of /he 4.4OAAAIN
lee Anti-Nazi League has given machinery, tTA-,A6
and so on.
tww— Lastrzaltta. ot•
aupport-FitlE.eic defendants how- that he was
its answer to these questions again
the
brought against James J. Laughlin,
Fritz Duquesne — the Nazi ever, represent one of the more "engineer" of the
and again, and a Grand .11117 of
defense counsel, read in open come,
citizens in the District of Columbia, spider in Hitter's web of eapion- obvious aspects of that conspiracy, conspiracy allegbut
the motion- was denied. In his
and
their
deeds—in
some cases ed in the indictimpel-toned by the United States age and underground war on the
opening statement on May 18 he
District Court, has thrice given its United States—is now a federal affecting the lives of thousands of ment. Dennis
said
Hitler never planned to incite
people,
in
other caves, confined to cloaks
answer. As a result, these men and prison for his crimes.
th
mutiny in the U. S. Army, and that
Friederich Auhagen — flea- limited and relatively unimportant hatreds, brutaliwomen are now on trial, charged
Hitler's
only aim in his propacircles—ar
e well-enough defined to
with one of the most loathsome leader of the first Hitlerian
teft and gangs(
ganda was to keep tha 1J. S. out
offenses in the American catalogue propaganda mill in the United be available for public appraisal. alma of Um
of
the
war,
like "millions of AmeriIn
this respect, these cases conStates—is now in jail for his
of crimes.
cans who opposed the war prior to
stitute an excellent cross-section of movement in
misdeeds.
suave,
carefully
Pearl
Harbor."
He declares the
Record Shows Crime
Fritz Kuhe — creator and a yet larger whole, and are a first- chosen word a,
chief issue in the trial is free
The best way to understand this promoter of the German-Amer- step toward throwing the light of especially in hie
speech,
and
tries to make it appear
case is to study the records of ican Bend, the agency through public opinion into some of the books The
that the trial itself is a political
darker corners of the difficult polithese defendants, to see how they which Duquesne and Auhagen
Coming American
manouever "to aid the fourth torte."
labored to bring to America a gov- drew recruits, -exploited their tical war which we most win be- Fascism and The Dynamics of War
ernment acceptable to Hitler, and expert talents, and managed fore the evil of Nazism is banished and Revolution. He had direct
from this earth.
Prescott F. Dennett
how they worked hand-in-glove their .propaganda—is In lull.
connections with the Nazi regime
In Newark, New Jersey, a
with Duquesne, Auhagen, and
Prescott Freese Dennett was a
and wrote a weekly Foreign LetKuhn and the other agents of the few weeks ago — seven other
ter in which he attacked Presi- one-time aide to George Sylvester
Gerhard Wilhelm Kunze was ap- dent Roosevelt's physical disabil- Viereck, convicted Nazi propaganda
German Reich, to influence our sal- agents of the Nazi government
diem and sailors, and our workers —members of the German- pointed successor to Fritz Kuhn as ities, bet never those of Goebbels. agent, who is a co-defendant
in
and voters at home. It is the special American Bund, doing with hand leader in the 'United States of the A public outcry halted his getting this trial. In conjunction with
purpose of this issue of the Anti- and brain the bidding of the German-American Band. He had an Army commission in 1942, and Viereck
,
just
Nazi Bulletin to bring you these murderous Nazi regime to destroy been the Band's public relations in April of 1943 he was barred from prior to t h
records in black-and-white, bailed Amcrita% freedom — were sen- chief, and had a
the Eastern Defense Command African camdown from thousands of docu- tencend to jail terms.
lon g record of
area. Senator Gerald P. Nye (R., paign, he dismented sources available in our
N. 11) outstanding isolationist, tributed a postThe 29 men and women on trial German - Amerifiles. From these "Who's Who in to-day in Washington
tried to get a cabinet member to card designed to
(including can activity in
Sedition" sketches the thoughtful three whose cases
the numerous
intervene in Dennis' behalf, and disco urage rehave
been
citizen can decide for himself how severed for
Dennis declared he was told that cruiting and to
trial later) branches of the
well-founded is the cage which At- are charged separate
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, who, disrupt the
with conspiring to Band and its aftorney General Biddle, through carry on the
filiates.
on
the floor of the Senate, called morale of relaHe
sat
work which such
Special Prosecutor Rogge, has been agents as these undertook
workers in war industries "slack- tives of men disto do with Kuhn at the
painstakingly presenting in court for our Getman enemies.
ers," did see Secretary Stimson in closed to be parmammoth Bun d
ever since the 17th of April.
Dennis' beheld. He made trips to ticipants in that
To get a true picture of their rally at Madison
Germany to study the Nazi tech- campaign. This
Perfidy it is reemesary to go back Square Garden
Piot Clearly Seen
niques. His broke deal with the post-card describfar behind the beginning of the on Feb. 20, 1939,
Here is shown the connection be- war: and before the particular and spoke along
advantages of fascism over ed the frightful
tween the official Nazi propaganda events in connection
"decadent democrcacy."
circumstances under whieh Ameriwith which with T. Wheeleragencies of Hitler and Geehbels they are on trial.
'I do not believe in democracy can boys would have to live in
Hill, convicted Nazr spy. He spoke
and their American representaMany of the "Who's Who" before the Crusaders for American- or the intelligence of the masses." "diseased Africa." He was a key
tives. Here is also the painful story items in this issue
organizer of the Make Europe
of the Bulletin ism, where Joseph McWilliams, a Dennis wrote.
of some Americans who threw contain
So streets was the totalitarian Pay War Debts Committe
references to Iong lives of co-defendant, also delivered an
e, He
au-ay their birthright to make misguided
loyalty to organizationa address on "A Jew-Free America," slant of his Dynamite of War and was also associated with the War
common cause with these alien like the Ku Klux Klan and
to a and Bond liteneture was sold. He Revolution that, according to Dr. Debts Defense Committee with
agents. And here also is an whole host of fascist or
Friedrich
was
H.
linked
Auhagen's
by
the
Forum Ob- Rep. Martin Sweeney and the late
FBI to a spy
totalitarian
occasional glimpse of the com- movements through which
plot in which Count Anaetase server (organ of the top-flight Ger- Senator Ernest Lundeen. He was
plicated network of interchanges saboteurs of the democratic these Vonsiatsky was subsequently con- man propaganda agency, the Amer- also active in the
Islands for War
spirit
between the 29 defendants, every have sought to tear
down the victed, and was a prime mover ican Fellowship Forum, for July Debts Committee, another Viereck
one of whom was in constant traffic structure which
in the attempt by August Klap- 25, 1940, "the original publisher creation. He was a director of the
Washingto
n,
Jefwith some or most of his co- ferson, Lincoln
and Wilson have prott and Edward James Smythe, of Mr. Dennis' book decided to Columbia Press Service and the
defendants, in an interchange of helped build
withheld It, as a precautionary Washington represent
up, and substitute a new on trial with him, to unite the
ative of
publications, ideas, mailing lists, nightmare-society
measure, just after it was printed Flanders Hall publishing
Bend and the Ku Klux Klan.
house,
and even money, which can be contriving. In such of their own
In
June; It has, therefore, been which is also mentioned in the
cages, the Nazi
sedescribed as nothing less than what propaganda-generals
'sued under the imprint of "The dition indictment. Hia propagand
found their
a
the Grand Jury has called 'con- agents ready-made and
Weekly
Bought
Foreign
That EXTRA
Lettere" Aube- was frequently mailed at the taxalready
spiracy ... with intent to interfere well-estableshed in the
tete who was one or the first Getbusiness of
War Bond Yet?
man agents to he convicted and
(Continued on page 5)
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Defendants' Dossiers Reveal Nazi Network

payers.' expense in the franked
envelopes of Congressmen Clare E.
Hoffman. Hamilton. Fish, Jr., and
.Senators Gerald B. Nye, D. Worth
Clark and RoDert R. Reynolds,
Reynolds frequently inserted Dennett's news releases into the Congroesional Record. Dennett was
indicted July 23, 1942, January
4, 1943 and January 3, 104-1. On
April leth, through his attorney
Fitch J. Kelly, he pleaded not
guilty. Since he is now in the
armed forces, he was ordered out
of uniform during his trial, a
circumstance which his ettommY
endeavored to make appear as
persecution.

(Continued from

page 4)

Amused," under which he emote:
"We wonder what the German
as ever graced Hitler's hideaways; munism in Germany, and
got Ham- reaction must be to the loud
the "Little Drown Jag" social club, ileen—PierierrTe
llwry IC, Jung, mouthings of Allied leaders who
One of the leading lilt of the as anti-social
as smallpox; and the John B. Trevor, head of the racespout victory while losing
official area of the. Nazi Party in American
Destiny Party, com- hating American Coalition,
and battles."
the United States, the German- plete
with Congressional aspirants, others to endorse it.
American Band. Herman Max
vituperative` posters, foul whisperHe took "kickbacks" from AmerSchwinn received reports during
Edward
ing campaigns, and slush funds. ican public relations counsels for
1041 from the
Joe was its candidate for Congress. securing German contracts for
Edward James Smythe is the
Christian AmeriHe was committed to Bellevue for them, and founded the Flanders stentorian voiced
leader of the
observation after one particnIerly Hail Press, Nazi propaganda mill. Protestant Wen Veterans
Associatriedeettith Robert
violent anti-Semitic speech. He was Flanders Hall issued Congressman tion, a racket organizatio
n which
F. _P
)'Pte, Rua_
jailed after this, drawing 00 days. Stephen A. Day's propaganda book, the
Anti-Nazi
League
has
freWinter], alder,
He tried to steal Coughlin's We Must Save the Republic, as one quently exposed
Pa ui
Demme
Christian Front, and shared a of a series of "America' ,First" an a political
and- rirnrgspeakers platform with Fritz books. He was indicted July28, 1042 ally ofHitler's
Noeelcog to subKuhn and Edward James Smythe, and was reindicted Jan. 4, 1943 and
Amervert disabled vetanother crack- pot among the January 3, 1944. He registered ican agency, the
W. D. PeRey
erans. He W a a
defendants, "to keep America out with the State Department as a German - Amerithe West Coast
of this Jewish war." Police rounded German agent, but was indicted can Bund. Smythe
The day after Adolph Hitler
fuehrer of the
up 17 Christian Fronters, found under the McCort:tie& Act because has also had
came to power in Germany William
Bund, a member
them
armed and in a state of his registration failed to disclose close and intimate
Dudley Pelley announced the forof the Friends of New Germany revolt and out
of 328 arrests which many of his most important secret dealings with the
mation, along Nazi lines, of the
and of the Silver Shirts. An early were subsequently made,
112 activities.
Ku Klux Klan,
Silver Shirt Legion of America. investigati
on by the Anti-Nazi Magiatrate's Court convictions
reand was t h a
Basically ant iLeague uncovered receipts issued sulted. He was indicted
. January
moving factor in
Semitic and antiby DKV, a German committee or- 3, 1944, after a year
of activity in
en attempt to
Negro, Palley
ganized to boycott all stores Chicago, spent in promoting
Elizabeth Haling, author of The promote a shota
soon absorbed
participating in boycotts of Ger- racket organization appealing
to
gun
Red
wedding of the Klan to the
Network,
the rest of Nazi
a smear of American
man goods, which were signed by friends and relatives
of service progressive movements, established Bund in 1940 when a huge mass
philosophy a n d
Nazi leaders and some of which men.
her
meeting
Patriotic
of the two organizations
Research Bureau
by 1936 called,
were made out to Schwinn for exafter her return to the United was held at the Bond's Camp
at Asheville, N.
penses, He was indicted July 23,
Hans Diebel
Nordland, New Jersey. In 1044 he
States from a
C. (the home
1042 and January 4, 1043 and
trip to Nazi Gerattempted to use the Protestant
State of Senator
again January 3, 1944. Ile is now
Mans Diebel was the proprietor many in
Chaplains Association, an auxiliary
1038. In
Robert Reynolds,
serving a prison term for seditious of the Aryan Bookstore, in Los
it she made wide
of his Protestant War Veterans, as
founder of the
activities from which he is re- Angeles, and was early interned
a
means of throwing a cloak of
Klan-like
leased in custody daring this trial. as an enemy alien, being released use of World
"religious" camouflage over his
Service, the
'diadem") a large
He was frequently a speaker at in custody for the current trial
Nasi propaganda
previous propaganda and by this
conference to inCamp Siegfried, the Band camp on
in Washington. news-service
device he managed to dupe a numject anti-Semitism into the fort/t- Long Island.
, and
He was among was placed
ber of prominent Federal officials,
on
eeming Presidential campaign. At
those indicted the Nazi list
State Governors and civic leaders
this conference were James True,
of
July 23, 1942 and "A merican
into seeming support of his acacMae Cloyd Gill,
January 4, 1943, ceptables." Under
tivities. This move was exposed by
mereee (of the Republican Party's
Robert Noble, founder of the
and again Jan- the alias
the Anti- Nazi League as an
of 'The
it.
s..:
49 and others. It has Friends of Progress, notorious
uary 3, 1344. Ste Rev. Prank
attempt to bolster his defense in
n reported that the subversive group operating on the
was the Nasi Woodruff Johnthis trial. Scythe's literature has
late Jelin IL Kirby, of the National west coast, worked closely with his
agent who in son" sbe
wrote and disseminated consistently followed the Hitler
Association of Manufacturers, was co-defendant in this trial, Ellis O.
1941 received full the violently
also present, but he died before
anti-Semitic book The propaganda line — attacking an
Jones. He was
reports for Octopus.
tlaltecontereince wee held. Gill. who
She was a co-founder of alleged international "R oman
arrested shortly
transmission to We
was a constant writer for Joseph
The Mothers Mobilize, which Catholic conspiracy," along with
after Pearl HarGermany of the organized treks
Kamp's, Constitutional Educational
to Washington to "Jewish control" of tlie- faardar 'bor, but was reelermistice Day fight tooth
League and the American Women
and nail against the government. Violently anti-British,
leased, later to be
meeting of the lend-lease
Against Communism, has since
and
other
pro-United anti -Negro, and anti - Russian,
indicted and con- Wtristian American Guards,
who Nations legislation.
died. Pelley's anti-Semitic forgery
Site consistent- Smythe's publications used nearly
victed of sedition ussed-ehe-Se
. eastikaaatheeteemblent
"from the private diary of Charles
ly
used
the
McCormick
(Chicago every hate motif known to the
in California in and the Hitler ideas as their
pro- Tribune)
Pinckney" was exposed by Charles
formula "thin is not a totalitarians. He boa been indicted
1042 under a gram. They were headed by ,,Me
lee, democracy
Beare the historian, in 1339. His
—
it
is a republic." more than once and More than once
State indictment. Sahli and their membership
in- Closely connected
publication The Galilean was
with prominent his attempted to evade trial by
Re is serving a
Col. F. H. Palmer and
declared unmailable by the Post
and
wealthy
patrons,
and more flight. Because of this his bail was
five-year terra for Marvin WITeatraereee-eeal
led hint acceptable in the
Office, and he subsequently puboffices of Sen- fixed at a high figure when, in this
this offense and to iletells1 teffit he had bran
sent
lished Liberation. The Galilean,
ators
and
Congressme
n than most trial, he failed to appear on April
has been released to the West Coast by the Wilkie
incidentally, was the successor to
of She women in these subversive 17, and was intercepted by the
in custody for the headquarters in New
York during movements
Pelley's The Roll Call. He openly current trial, Noble was an ardent
,
Mrs.
Dining, next to F.B.I. at a point near the Canadian
the 1040 presidential campaign
praised Hitler, accepted contribu- suppotter of Japan's far-eastern
Lawrence Dennis and George border en April 18 and returned
when he tried to "seize" Wilikie's
tions from the Nazi Party, attacked policy, and is on record as declarDeatherage
, had a wider influence to Washington. lie published a
West Coast headquarters. Both he
'United States war aims, landed ing "We (the Friends of Progress)
through more publications and or- "news letter" the burden of which
and Palmer reported to Diebel and
Gen. George Van Horn Moseley, are for Germany and Hitler." He
ganizations than did most of the followed closely the pattern of
also to Herman Schwinn, a cothose of other defendants, in its
other defendants in this trial.
and attacked China and aid to raid: "1 believe this war is going
defendant He sent advice to Nazi
her. On Aug. 12, 1942 he wad sen- to destroy America," and distrilmb
violent and sometimes obscene
headquarters in Germany to disconattacks on the President, his family
tenced to fifteen years for sedition, ecl handbills declaring "Young
tinue carrying "Printed in GerDavid J. Baxter
and is now released in custody for Man, your lowest aim in life is to
and appointees. He also founded
many" on English language propathe current trial. He has col- be a good soldier." He staged a
David Baxter, intimate col- the Republican Nationalist Party,
ganda imported to this country.
laborated closely with the activities mock impeachment of the Presithe
Christian Civil Liberties Comlaborator with the Nazi propaof most of the other defendants.
dent at the Embassy auditorium
gandist Prince Kurt Bernhard von mittee and a scorn of other paper
orgauizatio
in Los Angeles, and testified, bens, which he used to
and cu Lippe, and liason man
fore the Tenney Committee hearGeorge Sylvester Viereck now between the majority of the collect funds or to cover up his
illiam R. Lyman
other activities. A figure of leaser
ings in Los Angeles: "I would like serving time in a federal
prison defendants in this
William R.
importance in himself, he is conan officer of to become the American IliMeree- for giving aid to the Nazis, is the trial and the Los
spicuous at the trial as a link in
the vicious National Workers'
oldest important propagandist in Angeles B u n d,
the
conspiracy because of his wide
League of Detroit, is a former
the United States in years of serv- was also founder
acquaintanceship with nearly all
pugilist, law student and Axis
ice. He promoted
of the Social
"Adolph Hitler is the greatest
of
the
more extreme propagandists
propagandist whose chief talent
pan - Germanism
Republic Society.
recently active in this field.
w a s running leader in the history of the long before World
This organization
errands of a ques- world."
War I, and was
sent out a study
So spoke Joe "McNazi" McWiltioneble nature
the leader of paid
course from its
liams, who gained this nickname
for his superiors.
subversives In
secret headParker Sage, head of the inwhen
the AntiHe spent much of
this country
quarters at Colfamous National Workers' League,
his time dis- Nazi League so
throughout that
ton, Calif. which
is a former Nazi agent, who was
styled him in
tributing Gerald
struggle. Switchincluded '7 h e
expelled from the United AutoWineod's repro- their expose of
ing easily to the
Corporate State
mobile Workers' Union as a labor
duction of Robert hie activities sevperversions and
—a Practical
spy. His League was organized
eral
years
ago.
Ed m on coon's
brutalities of the
Plan for American Nationalists"
from the remnants of Michigan's
He made this
"Jewish ancestry
Nazi regime, he
and several "courses" in Nazi
Nazistic Black Legion, sores of
chart" of Presi- statement in an
wrote a member
stormtroop techniques. Beat e r
whose members were convicted of
dent Roosevelt, interview which
of the Anti-Nazi
warned his District Leaders not to
murder, and others of equally
and handing out was published in
League in 1032 (before the League neglect their arsenals. He was paid
repellant crimes. In its "news
out filthy pictures The New Yorker
was founded) "It is quite possible by Fritz Weidemann, German
letter" for Sept. 23,1939 he wrote:
for Otto Brentierman, a Chicago in August, 1940.
that Hitler may be needed to save consul at San Francisco for his
McWilliams is
semi-professional artist who was
Germany." In 1034 he openly propaganda, and worked closely
"We heartily endorse Henry
indicted in 1943 and against whom the 'glamour boy'
espoused the Nazi cause and un- with W, D. Pelley, Edward James Ford's statement (made) during
of the current
dertook to propagandize in favor Smythe, Col. Eugene Sanctuary the last week ... Mr. Ford makes
the charges still stand. He was a
sedition trial.
of its policies in the United States. and other defendants in this trial. .clear that he realizes Jews
member of David Beater's Social
Joe has always thought he had Collaborati
ng with a Jewish au- He was indicted July 28, 1942, primarily benefit from the war."
Republic Society, and was indicted "whet it lalses." He wanted "to
thor, Viereck wrote My First Jan. 4, 1948 and again Jan. 3, 1944.
Sage was indicted in Detroit in
July 23, 1942, January 4, 1943 and make this country the Paradise 2000
.
Years, which book was ironic- Six Monthsafter Pearl Harbor
1940 for inciting to riot during the
January 3, 161-1. He sometimes Bret Hitler has made Germany." ally burned in Germany at Hitler's Baxter's views had
not changed Sojourner Truth Housing
His organization talents have order. He imported
Developinto the United much, and on July 9, 1942, he ment
operated under the alias of Robert
disorders. and was accused of
produced The Christian Mobilizers, States
the first important Ger- printed in his newsletter Comment,
Lanham. of Detroit.
as foul and filthy a set of thugs man Nazi propaganda
book, Com- a headline, "Hitler Most he
(Continued on page 12)

Herman Schwinn

J. Smythe

Elizabeth Dilling

Robert Noble

George-S—Xlereek

Joseph—Ngi
'Vliatos

Parker Sage
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Official Publication of the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi
Champion Human Rights, Inc-, 165 W. 46th St, New League to
York 19, N. Y.
The Anti-fuel Hollelin le published fnoutbly September
through April And ht.
roonthly Ilny4ulat. and ittle.Alutust hr the Nom-Sierta
rlan Anti-Neel League to
Chennitbm. tinnutd Riebtx. hie. AL 19.1 West 44th
Street. Newt Torte 19. it. 'I.
Neenteted a M'ad clam matter July 23. 1943
at
ale
Poet
Of floe at New York.
N,
ender the ant of March
Address eft cweiumerati
lea west 401/1 Street. New YoreIt.ii.IVO.
one to the Reiter.
N. S. COMlrlebt. 1913 by the NON-SECTA
ANTI-NA2/ LEAOSIE 70 CHAMPION
RLIN
HUMAN RIGHTS.
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Court Deprives
MASK OF RELIGION HIDES
Eight Nazis of
`SUPER-PATRIOT' VEND
U. S. Citizenship Fascist Promoters Use 'America', 'Mother' and

Eight men, influential in the die
`Christian' Titles to Whip Emotions
banded Germau-American Bun&
of Blind Followers
were deprived—ofrterens—Ammecan
VOL IX—No. 3
citizenship by Judge Matthew T.
July-August, 1944
One of the most outrageous aspects of much of the propagat
Abrazo in a declion Jane 1, in
United States District Court, Brook- which has been circulated in an attempt to weaken America's
lyn. Two of them are in Germany, effort is the way in which the cloak of "Religion" is used
by mo
one as an official or the German of the seditionists and near-seditionists.
Reich.
This is true of several of the principal defendants in the se
Action was brought on the tion conspiracy ease, as well
as of
ground that they had participated many other un-American propain subversive and un-American ac- gandists who have no far succeeded name which appeared on the t
page of The Octopus. (Her eoin escaping indictment,
The chart on the opposite 'page is a map of the tivities.
fendant, Charles B. Hudson,
Four are still at large In this
The court-room procedure of a
Omaha, seems to have shared
world conspiracy being unveiled in the sedition trial country, and two are serving pen- good many of the defendant
s and use of "The Rev,
Frank Woodr
itentiary sentences for conspiracy their attorneys has been along this
at Washington.
to violate the Selective Service Act some line, as witnessed by the in- Johnson's" name.)
Wm.
Dudley
was one
The individual defendants, specially cartooned for As a result of Judge Abruzzo's rul- numerable efforts to make the in- the most expert Pelley
practitioners of I
ing,
former Bundsmen still at dictment appear to be an invasion
THE ANTI-NAZI BULLETIN by Lazio Fodor, noted largethe
here will be brought before of "religious liberty", and by the "religious" line, for he manse
to get a maximum of propagar
'Hungarian artist and publisher, are here connected, by the Allen Enemy Hearing Board in heavily "religious" phraseology into
his publications, with a ml
'Brooklyn for an advisory opinion used by Winrod, Billing, Hudson
mum of space set apart for "ze
the straight black lines, with that particular Nazi aetiv- to determine whether the Attorney
and others, In their comments prior
gimes"
coloration. This was par
General's office should
ity, here or abroad, which the Government
their to the trial. These propagandists elderly
tree of his exams:
charges con- Internment as slime whoorder
might en- tried to present themselves to the monthly,
The Galilean, which le
stituted the conspiracy.
danger internal security.
public as "Christian patriots", in
excluded
from the mails a shi
the evident hope that they might
In the middle circle, of course,, is Adolf Hitler,
Urged Revolt Here
thus escape the probable penalties time after Pearl Harbor, Pell
relied on the use of religious p
of
the font and source of the whole plot. Beside him is Those whose citizenship was can- the law.
tures (such as scenes from t
By means of this device, it is Rosare:
Holy Land), plus a carious Para
the ever active Dr. Goehbels, expert director of the celed
Rudolph Markman'', thirty-nine elle to invoke the traditional mystical
phraseology in which
yeaa.-7Ir-f.giee
world-wide German propaganda machine.
rnellTeeaf E5-06 Sev- American guarantees al religious presented his propagand
a, evidei
enty-third Street, Jackson Heights, freedom, In addition to the usual ly intending
that the whole prods
Right arm of the Nazis in the United States was Queens. He was described as No. 2 distorted "free speeen" argument, would
pass for a "religious" penis
whenever
the propagandist gets kat,
man in the Bond in charge of the
the Amerikadeutscher Volksbund, or German
while getting in its insidio
-Amer- Eastern
United States under Fritz into trouble.
ideas by a method very bard f
bran Bond, the official Nazi agency openly and directly Kuhn,,Bund leader,
Of course, no real religious isnow interned.
the
courts
to attack.
sue is involved, and the propagandresponsible to the German government and the Nazi Markman is one of those at large. ists
Even the soap-box anti-semi
themselves are well aware of
Carl Nieolay, sixty-four, formerJoseph
party. It iu turn controlled any number of secondary ly ofelteEe'TIterty-second St., Brook- that fact. The false religious is- Nazi") McWilliams ("Joe Si
fell back on this old devic
was leader of the Bronx and sue, however, adds an unfortunate alternating
propaganda agencies in the United States, and especial lyn,
between his two favo
element of confusion to the Amer- Brooklyn Bend unite. He is now in ican
its
titles
as "National Leader •
public
mind,
and has been sufly undertook to bring Americans of German descent Germany. where he holds a high
the American Destiny Party" as
Padden in the Nazi government, ficient to cause a good deal of real
"N a ti one/ Commander
back under the domination of the 'Fatherland'.
according to United States Attor- worry for responsible Church leaders, Including the officers of such the Christian Mobilizers." A
More subtle and effective weapon of Hitler and ney Harold M. Kennet'. of the agencies
though
he always seemed most
as
the
World Alliance for
District of New York.
home speaking to a Band groo
Goebbels was the famed World Service (ffielt-Dienat), Eastern
Willy Seeks', afty, formerly of International Friendship Through
in
the
Turnhalle
, or stirring up
'the
Churches
,
and
the
Yeedozal.
Yorkville
whose director, Lt. Col. Ulric Fleischhaner, sits behind 39-68--Filferfriuth Street, Astoria, Council of Churches, as well
---e—Yeleeeteeette
as the
Queens, leader of the Astoria Bond
meeting, McWilliams could alt
Catholic
Church.
his typewriter in the circle at Hitler's right. Headquar- and advocate of a Nazi. revolution
pose
as
a
defender
of Chriustisuait,
The extreme example is that of
the United States. He fled to
tered at Erfurt, Germany, this world-wide propaganda in
Edward. James Smythe, now on "Trying to awaken the eleepin
Germany aboard the Europa in
Christian
people
to
the menace r
trial before Judge Eicher. Away
news service, operating in many different languages, 1939.
hack in 1939, Smythe, after organ- the Anti-Christian Communes
Huge Weiss, thirty-tour, former.
Roosevelt
-Jewish
forces",
was hi
with an organization like a weirdly distorted version of ly ---WI'ller""Thirtieerst Avenue, ling his Protestant War Veterans own
phrase to describe his pet
Association (the organisation thee
the standard American press association, was subsidized Long Island City, Queens, leader which
pagande
operations
.
he carried on much of his
in the
unit of the Bund. propaganda)
also organized the
by the Third Reich. From this propaganda mill came Weiss Brooklyn
Churches Exploited
was convicted in 1942 of at"Protestant Chaplains Associatempting
to
aid men to evade the tion." Both
Col. Eugene Nelson Sancta-1r!
the material used by the defendants shown connected
groups
were incorporadraft.
one
of
the
senior members of th
ted
in the District of Columbia, and
with it by the straight black lines on the chart. (And Carleelageglar, fifty-six, formerly in each
case the notorious Donald seditionishe company, was at time
178 South Fifteen Street, Lin- Shea
back to Erfurt, for translation into French, Dutch, of
was listed as Smythe's col- a director of several meal] Protest
denhurst, L. I. Bregier was conon the incorporation papers. ant mission societies of extreink
Spanish, Flemish, Polish and even Japanese, often victed in 1942 of conspiring with league
Of course, the Protestant Chaplains tendencies, and continually elver
other Bend leaders to violate the Associatio
n was never really active tined himself as a "church speak
went the best efforts of some of these same defend- national draft law.
until 1944—when it was suddenly er," on the basis of his fairly fee
ants.)
Henry Hauck, fifty, formerly of unearthed,
and built into a large quent successes in persuading un
297 -dri
--Tr
t venue, Brooklyn. man- enterprise as part
of a last-minute wary ministers, in need of stop
All of the defendants, whether operating through ager of the
Bind's Camp Siegfried, endeavor to throw
gap speakers for their women'
a "religious"
the Bund, or at the instigation of one of Hitler's more at Yaphank, L. I.
cover over all of Smythe's activ- societies, to avail themselves of hi
Frederick William Van_ Der ities. When
willing
talents. He liked to writ
direct agents like George Sylvester Viereck, were of Bergh, fifteete„ -formerly of 27 fully plannedthis effort — so care- his letters
on the stationery of the
five whole years in
course using each other's material, promoting each etTefitgoneery Place. Brooklyn, lead- advance—failed, Smythe attempted "Hak-Ka Mission, Inc.", a areal
er of the South Brooklyn Blind to flee, but was captured
fundamentalist group of which is
by the
other's movements, and otherwise operating in concert unit.
FBI just south of the Canadian was a director and treasurer. How•
Karl Flick, forty-three, formerly border.
ever, he went a step too far when
with each other. Each face is therefore a
link in the of Yaphenk, L. I., leader of the
in 1939 and 1940, he started Its
Winced Is Example
chain of conspiracy which surrounds the chart and storm troop division of the Brooktriuting a leaflet The Holy See ant
The most open use of a religious the Jews!, which purported to le
emanates from the three great central sources — the yn Band,
vehicle has been made by Gerald a Roman Catholic attack
on tilt
Winrod,
extreme "Fundamentalist" Jews. Considering that Sanctuary
German government itself, the Bund, and the World
Kansas preacher and publisher of had spent the better years
of hit
Service organization.
The Defender, which, tho devoting life as a Ku Klux Klan leader,
try
soine of its closing pages to ser- ing to stir up hatred against
both
A glance at this chart should tell you just what
mons and to the routine text mate- Catholics and Jews, some
of hi=
deeds each particular defendant is charged with doing, Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League rial issued for the International followers were surprised to fine
Sunday School Lessons (as in any him mailing out Klan literature
to the benefit of the German Reich and against the to Champion Human Rights, Inc accredited
Protestant periodical), and pseudo-Catholic literature from
166 West 46th Street
Slim its other pages with such arti- the same address! Sanctuary, by
peace and security of the United States.
cle. as "Colonel Sanctuary — a the way, was a frequent contribNew York, N. Y.
Elsewhere in this ANTI-NAZI BULLETIN you will
Christian Patriot", "The Truth utor to The Defender, "religions
"
Enclosed Is my contribution About the Protocols", and "Abra- publication of his co-defendant,
find two pages exhibiting some of the publications put
ham and the Ritual of Human Sac- Gerald B. Winced, who agreed with
out by these propagandists, through which, the Govern- of $
rifices'. Typical of his Ku riux Sanctuary, boo, in being
about
background, Whined refers to equally anti-Catholic and anti-Jew.
ment charges, they scattered among our 48 States Iies, I wish to be enrolled as a mem- Klan
the Catholic Church as "The Scar- ish in his hates,
let Woman" of the Bible,
prejudices and hates that originated directly from the ber of the League
Approach Is Subtle
In late months, however, the genmouths of our country's deadly enemies.
eral tone of The Defender has be- If space permitted, this record
Name
come
more subdued, and the cur- might he extended to show
This chart is not copyrighted. Send for a cut (fullhow
rent issue notes that the Editor other propagandists
now under insize or half-size) to print in the publication of your
"Is in Washington this month," dictment for conspiracy
to
commit
Address
with no mention of the sedition sedition, used this
own organization. Or send for a stiff-paper edition to
same device of
ease.
cloaking their poisonous words in
Mrs. Elizabeth Billing wrote religious phraseo
place in your town library, to help newspaper readers City
logy. Even
some of her most violent passages "Calla" Spiridovich (R. Victor
understand the news.
under the alias of "The Rev. Frank
Woodruff Johnson." This was the
(Continwed en page 16)
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3- A Jewish Ambassador for Pers.

4. Another Aryan Victory Over Judah.
5, Nees in Brief.
t ti Bolshevist Flashlights.

Hiller propaganda la reorked by certain well-established
doctrines. Anything which spreads • those doctrines
spreads Hitler propaganda. Anti-Semitism is one of
these characteristics. There was anti-Semitic propaganda before Hitler. But Hitler nude it part and pureei of his political program. To spread anti-Semitism is
to help Hitler. It is to promote his cause. All of the

publications pictured abere were published and distributed by defendants in the current sedition trial in Washington. All spread anti-Semitism. Another mark of the
Hitler propaganda Lit the assault on political democracy.
All of these publications carried in every Issue assaults open political democracy — and especially upon the
Democratic Party in the United States and against

Its leaders. The Aati-Nazi League does NOT hold that
political criticism of the existing regime is Nazi Propaganda. It does hold that WHEN SUCH ATTACK
IS MADE A PART OP A GENERAL PROPAGANDA
AIMED AT THE DESTRUCTION OF DEMOCRACY
ITSELF IT DOES CONSTITUTE HITLER PROPAGANDA. To this sort of attack every one of

Juiy-August, 1944
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Edited by William Dudley Palley
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Will There be a Slaughter
of Gentileg in America?
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Aaba-rilk. N. C, Fehrgary 24,1934

FOR GENERATIONS an irandicass Sorialicuir•Commonink power lad crept to ioButtnee in Germany. Like
termite' who bare within sound timber until n rotten and
=sables to day Jewry had crept to control of the PION the
Ritpo, the Marie, the corner stop-bar ergot, And supported
hydbe petit Rounder had all but destroyed Germs
citheral and tacit] heritage. Soaietdorn shame eliminated
the major Nordic frontier mei= their
(vegans! of Zieope and de World.
Eider napped In the way.
But in Runic, doe was 'tamely
any middle elan, only a roe multitude
^easots, previously freed from
tad brought out of her-

We me in the position of formtarliag certain tragedy
projected against ourselves!
Remember, that the -French Retof Terror prom to
Weer overnight- It mat water of
rs until the budlle
was taken--the signal for instantmeous upridos is every
com.menity of Putt. History renarda char 4ari unseen hand
ruled the mob."
Today the Amish cohliar. Grind
Oriew FIwoommgry, boom t
tAry
Somme. yommod Nod pat ou7 Ara
FromeA R.00lokMo, shoe to star tof f.
Ail!, ornord ay propegomis by rormilMg the food 'only
Amin
Ms tenor of o'At
loony,
Lee the skeptical rod tiara Webster's beck "World Resolution".
The firing of the Reichstag in Creo
mow was thellarly to have rem At
symbol of a serious HOMO

-king. Dot it se happened that
-weipiwe cooperwica

E.021,i,

Vas Chiles 4.
Riiht

What America
Should Do ..

rie
hand

dander.
osciney they tot
command in
y arrogantly OF
sane that their
is must be consider In Fallible. that any
so are disposed to OFill1128 them me enemy agents
in &nodes. and that amp
of Their repudantion as a come is
riaLeught on government itaelf
one COUSEITOIC neteeed. anther
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at. while cowl-crew rages .1 home
tor Mrlryn Dougles.Heamlber g no
whether fan-demur Chaney is worth
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wai° Die
for Itas?

Showing Saw This

WAR PSYCHOSIS ,Hay that Up to Start

hundred a year to doughboy morale

ressmen should pention them"
her Congressman
for Co ng messed on the Republic.
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u dl erideueo of n once mighty notion in the
of

Mat tragic sickness thee is

demoralization. due in Regellaterl operation of
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When them

mese pal:Ai:cations has been rommitted. Another mark
of Rifler propaganda is assault upon the integrity of
the alliance between the United Nations, 'Every one of
these publications has attacked lend-lease — oar military alliance with Great Britain — with China — with

Russia — and with the other nations now fighting
Hitler. This cOnatitutes the Nazi propaganda. Another

it. and preserving. mighty 'leatmlitY, it mated mew. in uochnlliengeable inAucnce to .hope thr
outcome irons • dispassionste annsipoint Letting ir.rlf become a participank in actual hoo
dliticu, it lowered its proud poeition, sacrinoed
prwige, end let itself descend into the caterwauling role of jun another nation leieki..g
into the stramash end oleviously—the way that
mown ward to ho going aFter twO =WA., of
.rand Addle to !Britain at that
Hew if Britain gate the evezleteifje starsags
4..1.3e:hoer of her, the United State. is compelled to perialie of her ignominy.
Tlo American people, 92 paeosat strong. twat
have had al.d7COOKi0., premonition of some
such events...4y when it frentirelly sae
'.ts d
to Longterm Sc by aloof from the Awriturfa
But Leave.. ignored this damned from the
deeurese end paid the more raiment/wit attention to the Brian. the /millet. mad the $01.•

Vohsme I
Per Copy !

B. IC SAZICVARY
Mann ol
Tainted Contact. Am These "I'llmOrt SO7
Rercnution and The Rent Filth Coiaron.
Serpent. ate.
ol Hider/.
CA°51.
Thts Vied. the Second
Molar Of lono,
the Our:Arden
the Land
the rust Being
was ->carinese Cnrer Hour"
the lltritis

N THE FIRST place. the United
Staten nhould not hare swum on
to the war at oil. la, aloof from

WEEKLY NEWS COMMENT
"The Spirituai Significance
of America's Armageddon"

o

mark of Nazi propaganda is the preachment that the
people do not have the rapacity to rule themselves.
Each of these publications hat promoted the idea that
'Hitler is right^ — that rule by en
clasig is the
only workable political pros-rare. it is by the common
use of these Nezi propaganda themes and the constant
interchange of material between these publications that

for February 11
r.

the "network" Wet treated which made the total of
number of otherwise insiamiBrant "entail -fry" a fermi"
dable political weapon against freedom. Lamle Fotbres
Chart on another page of the BULLY/11d shows the dee
tails of this sinister conspiracy. ("The White Knight"
was issued by Deatherage; "Publicity", by Garner.
Other items are mit identified.)
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most representab
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take the part of Jewry wherever he can. Removells
IncIlleds et gnvenunenl acv
or the AmeNemn government. hare recently mode a step tees of
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In the form of en open letter staled eth November 1.138 omit
wag to
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and
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"1 r'rports smfaisllied by Jewry. This Ares acclaimed
Slate attai
Imo than co enthusiastic leaders of industry,
"Ignorance. cruelty or weakness hr lace of Z10111A111
guaranteed
True subscriptions worth 2C0
are
(1.210110 for which nuipanxitilc American peer They
H.., for the firstMr.
1a1,
annelid. build under the yoke of Jewish propagonda,
and deliver speeches similar to those of recent dale.
Is It the America which during the Wm propagated the
self-thetermlnation of the peoples1 Were that no, then,
would to no Jews in Palmlinci No. It 10 the America of Roosevelt throw
today. which suppresses every endeavour for freedom,explain his bias"figM on minty inellicriClInieg" elf leer
in favour of Jews end the complete
for otherwise the Jews would new hove obtained any
udilcidion QI his ~pvernmeM_ For,
1 be known
In our country
that in -I
M.-government
are so many Jews Clod
- 1101 we know how we can meet these challenges. 1311c svonders where therel'Ecre
is room for a non-Jew. Roo.
Neither Zionient nor England can lake e square foul. seven". Jewish
ancestry
explains
further his energetic
of Palestine as long as • single
ho alive. We are support of Jewish claims in Paiestine and hie strong
01111 ,,onvrint and ready fight Arab
for our lutlegehlenee, usersJon
the authoritarian stacbs.
It you ere as generous as you are said to be, If you the strong tendency towards
C0,1111111(115M observant,,
*wire to help the Jews, them 14011 the doureef Americo In the American !pent Of government since
he became
kn. Ahnsc whom yeti pity. Polestine In tiro small to solve President.
(World-Service)

purpose of 'ineleadlog the den/0mM programme the Jewish 'unbent.
Rut America Is large 01100014
_arid rembetleg Fascist prepaganda" in the South Amer- If you, were Miscue
and had any conscience. you would
icon Stales.
never allow the bloody procedure of the English in
. A dangerous, sign le the U. S. A. Is the
fact that on the land R311. Christ. We Ito not roved gone help,
many occasion's Rileamedi has invited io - lunch at the hut weof
would beg you to refrain from interfering in a
White Ilona the leader of the Communist Trade talon matter which does
not concern you.
C. 1,0., John Lewis, who has been responsible for so
If you do not, I shall show you another way to Jomany strikes and violent upheavals, This marks the first slice We
will order all Arabian students Id leave
step towards the official reoognition
of Cluninunism in American schools and Universities, to boycott American
the United Slates,
goods. to destroy all American bedding. in Palatine
Reetevell his on various occasions shown hirasulf and to confiscate
all American movable property, Ito
to be a dangerous mble.rettler as the foll,in.. words yourself will hoar
the respomibility it we ere compelled
of the New York Republican Consilimn 111M11
ten
to
do
this.
We
Krebs
arc on the defensive."
Fish: - "A few mere provocative add hysterical tipaechWill
Roosevelt pursue his present course in
Z.-ary the President mid other Ministers, attacking favour of aPresident
pro-Jewish and pro.Conummiot policy? (Memelgn notices, gamy well light the spark that will one fortunately ve, arc
coinpelled to believe he will, We are
liar world to flames.'
For a similar reason the "Federation of ChrisUan Mi. compelled to believe so because we are Lett113011(1:a with
itoosevell's fatuity tree, which we reproduce below. litards of America" which is associated with the
"Amer.
This family tree was published in 1936 by the :oncemen Nalicmatist Confederation' eddressed the following
can Edmondson. who established definitely that RomeIce:grunt. lo Roosevelt: veil has Jewillehlood in his vetz,
Franklin Dolan° Roosevelt
The mono family thce was published on 15 th °doter
President of the Untied Stales of America ,raa..).
,.a.n, in the "flevealer-' established by the Reverend Cl, U.
Washington,' Cl. C.
Whirod_in Wichita. K4/1.1(3.9.. M. genealogy of Roosevelt
Referring 14 your recant Chicago utterances. Nilit- gfolvlieyn .
ItzTro
is oaf.d
especi
.bi:
clims,..:tubo
rr
r nvedc.frn
ir
svdeth
m
o:nou
P.
thant..
e
not Christi. Patriots of Amerimn fear that you arc
unaware of the sinister forces controlling what may Institute in Washington,
D.
C.
be your fateful decision to precipitate the United
Roosevelt himself has never protested Wiling the
Stales into foreign wars. .Ilecause ignorance will not authenticity
of the family !Wee - on the conthary„ the
servo as an excuse the American Nationalist Corthederat- New York Times
of 11th March 1935 quotes loin- as
ion is prepared to send its legal representetives to saying, Washington wish irrefutable documentation showing de.
"fn
the
distant
pest
nay ancestors may have beelt
finitely that the motives promotion war the world
over Jews. All I know about the origin of line Roosevelt
are to be ascribed le} ilia international fight raging family is that they
arc apparently descended from Claes
between the Rabbis of -Finance, that is between,
Nierteetagen van Romerell, who came from Rolland.
.
ZioniA Rothschild and the Intentationatim W the
or.
In reply to press representatives who put him the
b u rg inleresta
•
stmlghtforwa question whether ids ancestors were
Knowing the truth, America Is Unalterably opposed Jews or not,ntR•osevelll
gave the following evasive
to again secrificing its man power and endangering the reply, security of its Itomes fur the !benefit of fighting Jew.
"My forefathers_ came to America/tom Rolland about
ills factions.
aeon ago. Whether •thele enceslore_pf mine were
We therefore proles!, along wilh Ills American Legion 360
Jews, Catholics _or Protestants this question
does nor
and other patriotic groom, against any foreign endisturb mu; it Is sufficient for mg_Ligutlhey_were good
tanglements involving this nation in warfare.
Our prolonged domestic industrial strife instigated ahem and goittearing"
The Montreal "resettle Canadian" of August 1935
by the some aforementioned alien forces is of pureundoanvo ati_artiplg. entitled "Resotirott 14_2, Jew".,....
-mount Importance demanding the piesence of all ablebodied men to defend their homes 71g01010 Communism.
We cannot but believe that if all facts are brought,
to your attention you will refuse to be the tool of
11firrnallamil Jewish Imperialisru..
fi "49H
PR65 0117/f Jeff /404-

special

'

3H./.
N1131111E1
tt-6 1. '1Cn riy-Sinf
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Legal Issues Are Vital to 'The American Way'
Freedom of Speech Gives No Right
I
To Conspire Against Form of State
That Alone Assures Such Liberty
Violent Utterances Not Necessarily Seditious; Pelley,
Hartzel and'Other Cases Discussed in
Relation to Washington Trial

By Julius L. Goldstein
(General Counsel, Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League)

While the sedition trial in Washington is a "circus" to some, to
most of us it is an important part of our fight against Hitler's psychological war on America. Reports from Washington indicate con-fusion, not only in the trial itself, but also in the minds of many
people unversed in legal technicalities. Yes, we know these defendants

are indicted as "bad men," but just
what is the charge against them?
We are reasonably sure the defendants were trying to create ill-will
and hostility between rams, classes
and creeds and to excite hatred of
The Government and its administration of the laws. We know they
carried on a war of words, intended
to divide Americans by stirring up

may contain without words of
solicitation, indications of purpose
sufficient, if accepted as true,
from which to draw an intent to
accomplish the unlawful results."
But the defendants in the sedition case at this writing have immediately decided to make political
capital of Hartzel's victory. They
offer the argument that they have
done no mere than Elmer Hartzel
and if Elmer Hartsel had not done
enough to warrant even submitting
his case to the jury, then the Court
also should dismiss their case.
One may reasonably prophesy this
event will not come to pass.

NAZI LOVE LETTER
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sons conspire to violate the law the decision In the Hartzel case,
to which we have lust referred, we must go back to 1942, when
Iragi
and one or more of such persons William Dudley Polley, Lawrence
ll
" ft.1444.711
r•s,
1 :
,
'
. Ae &Ass) ia47...L.
does anything to carry out the ob- Brown and the Fellowship Press
idtdi
trouble among them. We know all ject of the conspiracy, all may be were convicted of sedition. They
worn indicted under the same law
that but we also know that from punished to the same mama.
as was Hartzel. The gist of their
the beginning of our Republic, we
indictinents was that they had
Hartzei Case Cited
have respected the right of our
made "faille statements with
citizens to announce their views.
On June 12, 1944, while the sea6,
1 r, ..)
17 ."-ssFairkatses
We have martyred our strong fight- tion cases were actively being intent to interfere with the operaens for civil liberty for their efforts prosecuted, the United States tion or success of the military or
4.
-49 Ar:Atz4P.
,.., trIC-figt
to throw off the yoke of tyranny Supreme Court decided, in the case naval forces of the United States
1C—Ci°41
---Lk• f7
'ife....11.s.,A4-0.-4i-etis......51..
k---.
or to reform gross abases of civil of Elmer Hartzel, who had been or to promote the success of its
enemies
and
obstruct
the
efficient
or political liberty. But even "the convicted of sedition, that "vicious
most stringent protection of free and unreasoning attacks on one of functions of the military services
speech would not protect a man in our military allies, frequent ap- by seeking to disaffect its memfalsely shouting 'Fire' in a theatre peals to false and sinister racial bers."
ter
•
'''
14
111r
and causing a panic." This was theories and gross libels of the
The Government showed that The
e
,
-111
how Mr. Justice Holmes resolved President" are not enough to Galilean, first issued in the fall of
Above
is
the
letter
which
the
Nazi
agents
representing
22 COUPthe same question when it wren warrant a conviction for sedition. 1941, had a subscription list of
during the last war, under the The Court took the position that from 1,200 to 1;520, atinleitlionT -trisasssissood--atoRrfor4ansial-also-Weel 1-gareiso-aisuaaelt-sola..--. -.
and sent to their dear American "frerind" Robert Edmondson, then
Sedition Law of 1917.
the mere fact that such ideas are 3,500 to 5,000 copies were issued
and distributed throughout the as now, all messed up with the law. Nate signature of one of EdmondYet, there are legal differences enunciated by a citizen is not
United States. Another document, son's co-defendants, Ernest Elmhurstamong the three separate legal con- enough, by itself, to warrant a
We Fight for This Republic Only,
finding
of
criminal
intent.
The
cepts, free speech, sedition and
T. The Nazi Government is contains no such requirement. The
treason, which are difficult for the majority held that unless there is was a reprint of an article which
sufficient evidence on which a jury had appeared in The Galilean,
'eat and virtuous,
layman to understand.
mere intent to interfere is
could find beyond a reasonable and circulated to the extent of
8.
The foreign policy of Japan enough. It is enough to sustain a
Treason usually aims at the direct
about 5,000 to 9,000 copies to many
is morally justifiable.
conviction even when the attempt
subversion of the Constitution doubt that the accused intended to
bring about the specific conse- places in the 'United States. The
9. Nazi Germany its powerful was not successful, and even though
through open words and overt
Government proved the statements
and has the support of it is almost impossible, under many
attack. Sedition is the more in- quences prohibited by the Act, an
in these documents were false, but
conditions, to prove whether such
Europe.
sidious provocation of a mental American citizen has the right to
10. Japan is powerful
acts are or are not successful.
attitude which will engender a discuss these matters either by that it was not easy to refute all of
them. Most statements were gentemperate
reasoning
or
by
imIL
The
United
States
is
weak.
course of action ultimately leading
'Danger' Is Measure
eralities carrying insidious con12. Great Britain is weak—the
to the same result. A seditious moderate and vicious invective
notations such as "You can travel
Empire is falling apart.
Hartzel had claimed in the Circonspiracy occurs if several people without running afoul of the
in
these
Mobilizing
Moments,
and
Espionage
Act.
13. The United Nations are cuit Court that the proof failed to
conspire to destroy the Governdisunited.
present a jury question, but that
From this and other decisions scarcely hear a word of condemnment of the United States by ination of the Nipponese, Germans
14. The United States Is menac- Court said the location of a
viting attack upon its integrity, we may say that the teal test
or
Italians."
and
"No
realist
in
his
ed
boundary
by
Communists,
line between that which
of
what
Jews
is
seditious
appears
to be
and an "overt act" is not an essensenses would contend there is unity
is privileged and that which is
and plutocrats.
tial ingredient of sedition, as it is whether the acts which are being
this
country
in
for
the
war's
forbidden
weighed
"is very difficult to
can be reasonably said to
of treason. The 29 defendants in
Just as Hartzel claimed that he,
prosecution," and "We are bankthe sedition case are accused of produce results which are a clear
as an American citizen, had the determine." Generally, it must be
rupt."
found
and
present
from
the character of the
danger
to our security
conspiring not only among themTo prove the existence of evil right to do what he did, Paley utterance in connection with the
selves, but also with a foreign gov- in time of war.
also claimed that the Government
intent,
the
Government
showed
time,
The
place
most
and manner of its
effective weapon in
ernment, to bring about the
Pelley had been the organizer of did not prove any criminal intent making. As was said in the Schenck
destruction of the United States Hitler's armory has not been the
a nation-wide Silver Shirt organ- en his part, but the United States case (249 U. S. 52), "The
question
Government, by promoting feel- product of military technology, ization
Circuit
Court
of
Appeals
said:
in every case is whether the words
ings of hostility among races and but his use of psychology in creat- clination.of definite pro-Axis inThe Government proved
"It is hardly conceivable that used are used in such circumstances
creeds and hatred of the Govern- ing total war; total in the sense
that it has succeede.d in invading by analysis of Palley's works that a writer or speaker would have and are of such a nature as to
ment and its laws.
and stunning the mind by an over- they were almost identical with written such propaganda at a create a clear and present danger
There are many State and fedwhelming cascade of false words the fourteen major themes of Ger- time when his country was at that they will bring about the suberal laws dealing with sedition
war, save as he entertained the stantive evils that Congress has a
designed to snake us doubt our man propaganda.
insurrection, the
but the only laws
hope of weakening the patriotic right to prevent. When a nation is
friends, our neighbors, our leaders,
which applyease
Propaganda Canon
resolve
of his fellow citizens
at war many things that might be
now being tried in Washington are and the efficiency of our political
It is valuable for every informed their assistance to their coun- said in time of peace are such a
found in the wartime Sedition Act, system.
American to memorize the fourteen try's rause. No loyal citizen in hindrance to its effort that their
Propaganda Peril
which says that:
recognizable marks of Nazi propa- time of war forecasts and utterance will not be endured so
This offensive psychology was ganda as they were
determined assumes doom and defeat and long as men fight and that no
"Whoever, when the United
really a war of words to break and defined by the
Government's futility of his country's fight Court could regard them as
States is at war, shall wilfully
down our morale and soften us up expert witness, Dr. Lawmen,
make or convey false reports or
and when his fellow citizens are protected by any Constitutional
for the military invasion, which
admitted as a canon in the Pelley battling in a war for their coun- right." The same court went on to
false statements with intent to
was to fellow. This was recognized case. These fourteen
major themes try's existence, except with an Say:
interfere with the operation or
by the four dissenting judges in of Nazi propaganda are:
success of the military or naval
intent to retard their patriotic
Hartzens case for they under"St is inconceivable that his
forces of the United States, or
ardor in a cause approved by
1. Statements that the United
wrote their dissent by saying
(Hartzers) defamatory stateto promote the success of its
the Congress and the citizenry
States is internally corruptthat: "papers or speeches may
ments
concerning the President,
enemies and whoever, when the
of the nation. Se the jury evident.
2. The foreign policy of the
contain incitements for the military
the British or the Jews, could
ly believed. and as spoke through
United States is at war shall
United States is morally
have created any sentiment
to insubordination or to mutiny
wilfully cause or attempt to
their verdict."
unjustifiable.
without a specific call on the Armed
against war or have been any
cause insubordination, disloyalty,
3. The President is repreLike Hartzel, Pelley claimed aid in uniting the white against
Forces so to act. If circulated for
mutiny or refusal of duty in the
hensible.
there was no allegation in the in- the yellow races. It is equally
the purpose of undermining milimilitary or naval forces of the
4. The British Government is dictment of proof of actual harm inconceivable that any purpose
tary discipline, scurrilous articles,
United States or shall wilfully
internally corrupt.
to the war effort, and the mere was ',ought to be achieved conattacking an ally, a minority of
obstruct the recruiting or enlist5. The foreign policy of Great proof that some members of the sistent with the welfare of the
our citizens and the President,
ment service of the United States
Britain is morally un- military forces were in possession country. On the other hand, it is
to the injury to the service of
justifiable.
of copies of the literature die- entirely reasonable to believe
Bought That EXTRA
the United States shall be
6. Winston Churchill is re- tributed was not sufficient, but the
Punished by a fine of not more
War Bond Yet?,
prehensible.
Court pointed out that the law
(Continued on page 15)
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Page Twelve

These Would Nazify U. S.
(Continued from page 5)
violating the civil rights of Negroes
and of a ,seditious conspiracy to
hinder the execution of a federal
law.
His seditious activities extended
to collaboration with many of the
other defendants in this trial—
furnishing them with his own
material for re-distribution by
them, and receiving their own
propaganda for dissemination
through his own subversive groups,
Following Pettey's first indictment
for seditien, Sage established and
undertook to raise a Wen. Dudley
Pettey Defense Fund. In organizing
the National Workers League he
worked with Garland L. Alderman,
another re-defendant and Axis
propagandist. His League was
allied with the Mantle Club of
Detroit and the Industrial Legion
of America. As early as 1938
Sage's activities had come to the
favorable attention of the editors
of the Baud's Deutseher Weckruf,
which reported his address to
Detroit's Nazi-dominated German
American Day miebration in
August of that year.
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Howard V. Broenstrupp present, had his speech read for
him. It was widely used in GerCount Cherep-Spiridovich many under the title "Is America

IHITLER'S (JAMES) TRUE LOVE
Industrial Control Reports
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IMLICRICTON. Ct. C
Howard Victor Breenstrupp, a the Jews' Waterloo"" Having orFaunae :01
former Indiana patent lawyer who fertilized, in Kansas City in 1937, a
"patriotic"
minor
72
of
federation
Gen.
"Lt:
as
posed
has for years
Tobrua, 4th, lilt
NationAmerican
"The
into
groups
Count Victor Cherep-Spifidovich,"
Deatherage, in
!M.sIstlIse Alarm.
is prominent among the "three- alist Confederation",
1938, sought a stronger functional
timers"—that is,
sassy, Adelph Indere pooh vas • incomog dt.eppememot to .11 new-Molars
plan, and wrote: "We are delaying
those of the,
anti tioolr robe. Prepaimde line. ass horn lots to trim the Fuehrer into •
further reorganization in the hope bore
tirade or sane r•tort• mid threat, and thus gunner...nom won nye aaaaa sod codefendants in this 1 7
that we can get Gee. Geo. Van mmon.. 5e emnowe* air. the J•wriall interests that Mitt., ,.told Pini1171 TOON for
trial who Were
Si. ashes tan, 111.•1 assnne•Zant• were rowin for Iwo*. A.M., she
Horn Moseley, of Atlanta, recently labs me, retOle
direee mr. reran,'. AN at ores, Om ...ion was ono..t by en intsi•
indicted July 23,
Itosriono wown when Me call, 'If Land hatog bin
retired, to head up a National
1942, January 4,
MOM* alder after 1 7ivorO }Jot omeen.. Mueutedly. tOo tc,[1.1 mIlims Mc
we can lmari
that
organization
Christian
the spoonh bon
!nays.. Ser
Latelllseen• tad Nem.", or the
1943 and . again
a job in ammo imdar.
got
he
1040
In
back."
all
January 3, 1944.
federal construction at Hampton
Loco, ohm' On
He has worked
ors were widely loom ben. Chef onlen Awesome will than/
Roads, and later as an engineer in is that moditives anMtn
uhf 1 coot* on so clearly mawretwo4 by tam Gomm outheris
clearly with WilIt ,.tune fir 17th. Psw-,rada led !adults, Nitlar, spw.lug to the world,
an Army ordnance plant in W. Va., tied,
Mama
liam Dudley Petet the Moisietretiew. se explained she
fine
bypwertey
but public clamor ousted him from Alm end iliac./ MOO or the rormagering
oloSum of eel
ereatati,e, ese
ores
tey. whom he
both. He was Joe McWilliams' .tack. w the Jews to
once represented'
e
Jewish
KM*
"Destiny Party" candidate for Conmew me
as an attorney,
indicted
was
Ho
Va.
gress in W.
had 1, • inns put
1 M so old..
and with Robert Edward Edmond- Jan. 4, 1943 and January 3, 1944.
introlnairs * Yvint raeolusloa never/mg Soweto, SorogithCi to re.
son. Henry Curtiss and Coe Eugene Since the trial began he has issued port we Ow tn. warn, in .11105 tn. non, has hoot 05.5, with • ...Pot. eta..nt e
Sanctuary. He took the titled a 70 page booklet "Jews and mwOuntires. hills tu.iwes Mould be publicly woulumm..
ToO Mass Trio Apwoolatm
pseudonym in 1926 when the Gentiles in Court," inspiring
original holder of the name died, several other defendants to cry
claiming he had become the oval eVishinsky" at Special Prosecutor
The above excerpt from one of James True'a INDUSTRIAL CM
Count's adopted son. The original 0. John Rogge from time to time,
was hardly less fascist than his a reference made in his booklet to TROL REPORTS shows how this man devoted his best efforts to
successor, being the author of a the "Moscow trial" tactics in this cruiting friends for Nazism in America, long before Pearl Harbor. :
violent anti-Semitic document The case. In this booklet Deatherage, hie "Report" No. 210, April 23, 1938, under the heading ether 'Moe
Secret World Government. Breen- with greater courage than some of Reading List", True urged his readers to buy and read Hitler's Me
James B. True
stripe's other aliases include "Duke his co-defendants, reaffirms his beKampf. From it, he said, "You will gain an impression of the genii
James B. True of Arlington,
of St. Saba," "Col. Bennett" and lief that America should adopt a
of Hitler that gives the lie to the libelous propaganda published I
is the publisher of "Industrial Con- "J.. G. Francis." He drew $87.50 a Fascist type of government. It is
trol Reports," which he distributes month from the WPA which he interesting to note that in the same our press". "The principal ideas expressed by Hitler", True continue
tl
from Washington. He was the in- characterized as a "Mongol Jewish leaflet, when he attempts to ex- "are concerned with honesty, justice, patriotism and devotion to
ventor of a vicious club-like project." He said he eras a "sol- plain how he and his colleagues interests of his people". A year later, in "Report" 271 (June 24, 1939
weapon which he dier fighting under Maj. Gen_ come to be indicted, Deatherage True declared: "Japan is fighting directly for law and order..
patented under George Van Horne Moseley." "Manses" the Anti-Nazi League for indirectly for Christian civilization." In 1988 he supported Gerald Wi
the title "The Droenstrupp deserted his wife, starting his troubles.
rod, new his co-defendant, in the sedition conspiracy case, in an feel
Kike Killer," re- Grace, in 1941. Through his atDeatherage wrote in his News Monist, antimemitic and anti-Catholle campaign as a candidate for ti
ceiving Pat. No. torney, Ira C. Koehne, he challengRepublican Senatorial nomination in Kansas.
e,026,077. Indu- ed prospective juror Sol Kadeon on Bulletin of the American Natioh11, 1988:
strial Control the ground that since Hudson was alist Confederation April
Record, July 6, 1939. The
gremional
that
note
to
Robert K Edmondson
gratifying
in
It
Reports we r e Jewish he could not fairly try this
immediate steps are being taken Post Office in 1935 began a probe
listed by t h e case.
Robert Edmondson, head of t
in
Defender
The
magazine
his
of
withfascists
of
union
a
form
to
Nazis as among
Economic Research Service, whi
Frank K. Ferena
in the continent of North and connection with lottery regulations, used
American publiWorld Service material, al
in a "quiz" contest in which one of
cations most
Now serving a sentence after South America. It is a step need- the questions asked ..., "Why is 'mead other,
and we. the American Naerieen eieenenpon ant: Fio
Won
helpful to the conviction of violating. the Cali- eded
piedge It Winrod not a Mai 0".. As wave.: years before
Nazi cause. He fornia anti-eedition lairs, Franz K. tionalist Confederation
our whole hearted support. Fas"Nazism and • fascism are Pearl Harbor Edconstantly exchanged information Perenz has been released to stand cism has been long delayed in the
patriotic and nationalistic."
mondson's servwith W. D. Polley, Gerald Winrod, his trial in Washington tinder
States, and we can learn
Winrod has worked in the very ice to the Nazis:
George Deatherage and various
his ludictrnent of United
from our brothers in neighmuch
January 3, 1944. baring nations.
other co-defendants in the present
closest relationship to many of the was so well retrial. He wrote in one of his "ReHe was also under
other defendants, in ways which cognized by the
ports": "All honed and informed
give clear proof of the conspire- Reich that a
r Fed eral indictGerald B. Winrod
Americans are with the Germanment January 4,
teiial nature of this entire. propa- World Service
American Band heart and soul in
1943, his state
Gerald B. Winrod, a right-wing ganda effort. Thom, when he sought conference at Ertheir education program." He was
indictment hav- "Fundamentalist" Kansas preacher, the Republican nomination for the furt sent him a
the first to use the phrase "Amering been made for years used the mask of religion -United States Senate in Ramses in letter (elsewhere
ica First" as a disguise for IsolaOctober 5, 1943. to hide his subversive dissemination 1039, James True at once responded reproduced in this
tionist or outright pro-Nazi propaHe was the man- of Hitler propaganda. Strictly anti- with aid; while years later, Whored issue of the Belganda, and he incorporated a soager of it Ger- Catholic bed one
was one of the first to congratulate letin) signed by
ciety under that name in 1984,
man bookstore at 1033, he changed
the notorious Edward James Nazi leaders in 22
'for the protection of the Consti1110 West 24th to the Axis line
Smythe upon the latter's release countries. Edmondson was anal
tnion, American industry and inStreet, 1•035 An- after Hitler came
from prison. Winrod frequently to attend the Erfurt conference
dividual enterprise." He was in. geles, and wrote to power, beoffered publications of Elisabeth he was then a defendant in the fe
dicted for sedition July 28, 1942, letters to Nazi officials in Germany coming rabidly
Dining (especially, The Octopus) of many attempts to stop his t
January 4, 1943 and January 3, telling of his propaganda e'er: for anti-Senoitic after
and Col. Sanctuary (e.g., The American activities. He was close
1944. He is represented by Attorney Hitler in this country and asking his visit to CerTalmud Unmasked) as premiums tied in with the subversive Am.
J. Austin Latimer. On April 17th, for financial help, which the Govto contributors or subscribers to ican Cavalcade; was a writer I
many in 1935. In
he entered a plea of not guilty and ernment alleges he receive'. With making public the
The Defender, which once is sup- Gerald Winrod's Revealer and T
promptly tried to secure subpoenas Ellis 0. Jones and Robert Noble, list of his conposed to have had a circulation of Defender; published an Americ
for Attorney General Biddle, J. Ed- his co-defendants in this trial, he
over 125,000. From some source, he edition of Martin Luther and t
tributors, Dec. 24,
gar Hoover, Cordell Hull, seep of made some attempts to discourage
even secured funds for a Spanish Jews by Martin Same of Eieene
1986, he listed
the Treasury ettorgenthau, Supreme recruiting in 1042.
edition, El Defensor Biome and the Nazi conformist persecutor
W. I. Cameron,
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter,
announced himself as editor of Pastor Niemoeller. He was also I
Henry Ford's
former Attorney General Robert
George Deatherage
as "a large donator.' He The Greek Defender and The publisher of American Vigiles
"front,"
H. Jackson and Martin Dies, apparBulletins which need World Set
George Deatherage might well published The Revealer, which Liberian Defender. For all these ice releses. In 1930 he moved fro
ently in the have of confusing the
one issue to tracing Roose- activities he was well recognized
public by trying to inject a po- be called the 'dean" of the defers- devoted
York to Streldardeville, Pa.'
New
in Germany,' and "World Service"
litical aspect into the trial. He was dente. He is one of the "eiders" velt's fictitious "Jewish ancestry,' on more than one occasion made shipped his propaganda to G.
a constant user of the material of the congregation, having been a propaganda device originated by
of German Alps and receie
many
sent to the United States by the an active hate disseminator as Wino-Ines co-defendant Edinundeon, favorable note of his propaganda
for which both men received credit endeavors. The dangerous effec- material the came way. He beg
Naze propaganda agency, "World early as 193G. A
with James Tl
propaganda
his
in the German "World Service." tiveness of his work is indicated
Service" which in return commend- resident of St.
(See documentary illustration else- by the fact that in his campaign and W. D. Pettey the year Hit
ed his valiant endeavors here. Albano, W. Va.,
He prepared
power.
to
come
where in this issue of the Anti- for the Senate he actually secured
On April 25th, he challenged a he was the orNazi Bulletin), He ran the Capital 54,000 votes, a very large number Roosevelt Jewish Ancestry Ch.
prospective juror, Sol Kadson, on ganizer of the
among perm
dissemination
for
News and Feature Service in 1935, in a four-way Kansas primary.
the pound that since he was Jew- Knights of the
and, as Prosecutor Rogge pointed (See more detail, elsewhere in this already inflamed against the Je
ish, he could not fairly act as a White Camelia
attempt
similar
a
made
out in his opening address, studied issue, in article "Religion Used to and
juror in this trial. On the 27th of which spent a
provide Frances Perkins with
Nazi techniques in Germany. His Camouflage Sediti
April, he became El and due to large part of 1030
same p
the
for
ancestry,
Jewish
wife divorced him in 1940 testifying
his advanced age, variously re- in a bitter attack
pose. This material was then te
that he taught his children: "Hitported as between 06 and 79, it on Rep. Martin
than
more
in
Germans
the
by
ler is right." He told his wife he NEGRO PRESS ASKS
was feared the illness might delay Dies. Called bedozen languages, which propagar
eras to be the "nominal" head of
the entire proceedings. He recover- fore that GonBETTER FOREIGN
was exposed in the Bulletin ab'
ecountry when the Nazi revolued however and was in court when er essman's
AFFAIRS SERVICE a year ago. WhenePresident Roo
tion came. His father was a saloonthe trial opened on May 18th. In Special Commitvent sent Myron Taylor as
preacher
a
became
who
keeper
divulge
to
refused
Deatherage
tee,
Gerald
of
return
the
following
1936,
A keener interest in foreign af- personal representative to r
Winred from a trip to Germany, anything about his society, on the after Carrie Nation smashed his fairs by American Negroes and the Vatican Edmondson added at
Ile consulted with him in Wash- ground that he was bound not to saloon in her femme Kansas
to Catholicism to his program of as
ington. He was a dose collaborator do so "by a secret oath." The crusade. Senator Robert R. Rey- expansion of news facilities
racism. He was once arrested
with Joseph McWilliams, also a "Knights" published The White nolds, head of the new "Nationalist make this possible were advocated his anti-semitic publiCatione,
Knight which exchanged material Pasty" inserted Winrod's "Keels at the filth animal convention of
co-defendant in gee trial.
with the Nazi propaganda "World America Out Of War" in the Con- the Negro Newspaper Pablishers "in the interest of free speech"
charges were dismissed.
Service". At the official Nazi proBought That EXTRA
paganda conference at Erfurt, Ger- Do Your Friends Get 'The Bulletin' Association held recently in Har(Continued on page 14)
lem.
'Far Reared Yet?
many, in 1938, Deatherage, not
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Joe "McNair Plotting
Coughlin Tome-Back'
of Sedition Trial Still Dreams of Day
When 'Streets Will Ran With Blood' of
His Machine-Gun Victims

Glamour Boy

ministers. It is not against freedom
of-critical or even impassioned and
distorted speech or publication that
the campaign is directed. It is not
against mere industrial bigness
that
the fight must be waged. It is
Joe "McNazi" McWilliams is now on trial - for sedition in
Washington. You will find his history — and his part in the trial against fascism—and fascist in(livid-tads
— NO MAPPER WHO
— in other columns of this issue of the BULLETIN. But that the
League's efforts will be needed long after the Court disposes of the THEY ARE or WHERE THEY
MAY FUNCTION. Freedom and
few subversives reprsented in the trial is evident from the informa- fascism are not mere "incomtion that Inc "McNazi" is plan-0
patibles." They are enemies fatal
Here is Pretty Boy Joe "McNazi" McWilliams shown happily in
ring to kiss and make up with gaud& of the N. Y. Daily News, and to each other.
the company of his dear friend and political boss Fritz Kuhn, former
the Royal Oak Hateler — Char- the Chicago Tribune, whose auxiliaTo the extent that Royal Oak
head of the German American Band, Hitler's promotion machine in
lie Coughlin AS SOON AS THE ry edition The Cross and the Flag
is parroted by Gerald L. K. takes on the character of Berlin- the United States, which fought to hamstring all defense and prepWAR IS OVER.
With the Reverend Charles E. Smith the eminent rump-Repub- ,and to the extent that the Tribune aration against Hitler's planned onslaught against the United States,
Cough/in the Anti-Nazi League has lican. Nothing is more natural •Tower apes Berchtesgaden the McWilliams, now on trial for sedition, promises his dupes that after
no concern whatever. With Charlie then, than to find Joe "McNazi" Mc battle against them must continue. the war they will start goose-stepping all over again.
Coughlin the anti- semite, the Williams, blaring into the willing
disseminator of race hatred and ears of a reporter the fact that speech "Is America the Jews
however, was emphasized when
political war on democracy the Chicago—the home of the Tribune Waterloo 'I" which George
DeatherYAP FROM THE JAP! Rogge depicting the conspiracy,
Leatree has had and must have much and of the notorious American age wrote and sent, by Ernest
said:
Vigilante
Association
headed
by
the
Frank
Sullivan, PM's poet
td do. It is Charlie Coughlin who
Elmhurst, to the World Service
is reported to have told McWil- anti-Semite Harry Jung, whose conference in Erfurt. He cited laureate, comes up with the
"According to the conspirator
liams in a recent secret conference offices are of course in the Tribune Franz Ferenz's aid to Nazi prepa- mast amusing parody of the
Goebbels, his job was to arouse
that "the cards are stacked against Toweris to be the scene of this ganda here, and he told how the "war years!" Altogether now,
the masses to volcanic passion,
folks, to the tune of On the
the government in the sedition proposed revival of hate, lying Nazis, in Germany, used
to organize anger, to set the
Edmond- Road to Mandalay.
"trial" and the "defendants will and subversion.
masses in madam to organize
son's and Winrod's "Jewish Ancesall cane out all right"
hatred and despair with ice-cold
New Campaign Needed
try of Roosevelt" chart to prove In the old, Sun-sired Mikado, as
calculation."
he squints up at the sky,
Welts "His Day"
Joe "McNazi" is not the only one that America is ripe fey Nazism,
Joe McWilliams, whom the There's a queer, uneasy feeling,
Rogge said Joe (MeNazi) McThe alleged secret conference, of the defendants who hopes for, League has for years characterized
like a jumping butterfly;
Williams
McWilliams is said to have told a plans for and works for a revival as Joe "Mo.Nazi," worked hand-in- For a hum is in the heavens and had madehad declared that Hitler
hate work in Germany
rePerter, was held while he was of the -Nazi program for this coon- hand with Bund leaders, Mr. Rogge
the warning sirens wail:
and that he, McWilliams, was goPermitted a week-end liberty dur- try. At least five of the current said, sharing platforms with Fritz "Get you back, you Super-Bomb- ing to make it a powerful
force
ing a court recess. Loosening his defendants are laying plans for the Kuhn, and Gerhard W. Keane,
ers! Get you back to whence in this country.
tongue—a favorite exercise with continuance of their organizations Kuhn's successor, and frankly and
you hai i I"
Mime:wring at the pseudothe Yorkville pal of Bundesfuthrer and their publications by other publicly proclaimed his allegiance
patriotiam of the conspirators,
O'er the road to To-ky-o.
Fritz Kuhn—"McNazi" is said to persons, under other titles, in other to Hitler.
Rogge indicated the Government's
Where the iron foundries glow,
have declared that his alliance with places, even in the event of their
Lawrence
Dennis,
top-flight
evidence
poliwill shctee that the Band
certain
conviction.
There's a hunch of Arnold's airCharlie Coughlin will really start
Then era dozens of "editors" tical "philosopher," was flattered
men up there, rarin' to let go; for years called its' paper The
crusade of immense proportions.
by
Rogge
who
compared
him
to
Free
and propagandists now at large—
American; that Elisabeth
Oh, we war lords better blow-ow
"Our day," he said, "will come."
Ming called her group "Patriotic
some under indictment—others not Hitler's Alfred Rosenberg, and the Off the road to To-Ity-o,
The League has for reeve expos- even indicted—who
are part and Prosecutor declared Dennis had As the Twenty-nines thunder Research Bureau"; that glamour• the recurrent activities of the parcel of the conspiracy
McWilliams, who even dine
alleged in constant coated.s with the highest
seeeedezee its7ont and aim ardent
PulgQIW .%gfikE"! boy
sae present trial against the Nazi officials both in Germany and Ship
er-ehee ieviat-ia,tighttei-aomaneing
me soMeWrereS ea --ar —
peonloters— Conghlin—Goodwin—
with certain personable young
HoeSliii, ship me anywheree
"McNazi"MeWilliaans—Fritz Kuhn twenty-Six remaining of the thirty the 'United States.
ladles, called his hate-mongers
but here,
and other Bundists—Edward James original defendants.
Use `Patriotic' Titles
It is with the present and future
For that last blockbuster busted "The Christian Mobilizers"; that
Smythe and his friends — many
activities
of
these
Anticipating
fascists,
that
native
defense
counsel
Lois Washburn and Frank Clark
just
a
little
mite
too
near;
of those now on trial for sedition
and some not yet on trial. It was and alien, that the Non-Sectarian would make every possible use of I don't like the distant droning called their group "National Liberty
Anti-Nazi
the
"patriot"
League
motif
proposes
in
behalf
to
Party,"
deof
and Pollee blasphemously
of
the
Yanks'
new-fangled
the feet to expose the infiltration
titled his smear-sheet "The Galiplanes;
of the New York Police Depart- vote an increasingly active cam- their clients, Rogge pointed out
that
the
most
nefarious
lean."
and
Paige!It
gives
me
the
most
annoying,
ment by the Christian Front—and
dangerous of these Nazi front
un-ini-ka-do-is-tic pains.
Fascism Is Target
The Prosecutor concluded his
only this year to point oat that
organizations in the United States
certain members known to have
Whether these fascists happen
Send them bock toward Mande- opening address with the assurance
that
the Government would prove
affiliated themselves with this sub- to be professional clergymen, pub- bore the most flamboyantly
layversive and itevolutienary move- lishers, industrialists or just plain patriotic titles, or sentimental Tell 'em we don't want to play! that the defendants on trial were
ment still occupy trusted positions propagandist, is no matter of names—"Christian Patriots"—"We Something warns me that no guilty of a part in the world-conthe Mothers"—"American Patriots"
in the City's pollee force.
concern to the League. The camgood can come to Nippon if spiracy to destroy democracy, and
that they had made specific and inThe League has pointed out the paign is NOT against professional are a Pew of the sort of titles to
they star:
dividual efforts to destroy the
Axis-like sympathies and propa- clergymen in their true capacity as which Rogge referred—and the I don't crave to have them
Pros rotor hammered home that
confidence
of potential armed
spre-cad
'the' object which they were to
forces of this country in ;la
accomplish Was to destroy our form Two-ton bombs upon my head— workability of democracy and in
of government with the aid of the On December 7, '41, we should the liberty which is inherent in
have stood in bed!
armed forces and set up a fascist
the American way of life.
form of government here."
Admitting that many points of
years of service to the German conflict and jealousy existed be(Continued from page 3)
Reich—under the Kaiser—later to tween various of the defendants,
that the propaganda campaign the Prussian overlords who subtly Rogge showed that this in no wise
conducted by the defendants was maintained "German American" prevented the net-work of inAifted from the Nazi program of societies, clubs, "vereine" and terlacing co-operation which com"America should make a formal
"Since the beginning of the war,
using anti-eemitism, racism, the eturnhalles" in this country—and prised the alleged conspiracy, and
Bolshevik bogey, and assault on now to Hitler, whose cause Viereck declared that t major reason for declaration that a state of war ex. Finland has been worth a great
the political integrity of the gov- had espoused even in 1932, before the failure of these defendants to lets between this country and Fin- many divisions to Hitler, eat Co
errunents and especially the poli- Hitler came to power. He made set up a single notified organiza- land, before the course of events much in a military mese, se by
tical leaders of the United Na- mention of the manner in which tion was their fear that it would makes our present fence-sitting her usefulness as a weapon for
tions, lie said:
the defendants entered into the be unwise until they had a greater position more ridiculous than it confusing the minds of the Amerhas already become," declared Prof. dean people. Americans bare beat
'The Nazi conspirators and ramifications of the German-Amer- public support.
James H. Sheldon. Administrative taught that Finland pays her debts.
the defendants considered anti- ican Bund, the German ambas- It is interesting to note
Semitic propaganda in all coun- sadorial and consular network, and Hitler, Goebbels, and other that Chairman of the NoniSectarian Actually. Finland had no war debts
Nazi Anti-Nazi League, addressing the to the United States, but only a
tries an almost indispensible part the use of "World Service", the officials are named as
co-conie the world-wide Nazi move- propaganda mill maintained by spirators with the twenty-nine 1914 Conference of the League's small debt incurred considerably
ment. By. attaching the Jews Germany for English -language defendants now on trial. As a Newark, New Jersey affilias, et atter the first World War was over,
the Essex House Hotel, in Newark. through the extension of commerthese Nazi and the defendants publications and releases.
result, Henry Klein, who is the
cial credits to her. Payment of
Prof. Sheldon said in part:
hoped to destroy the feeling for
David Baxter, Rogge said, was attorney representing Col. Eugene
"Almost three years ago George these debts was no more an act of
law and order in the whole paid by Fritz Weidemann, German Sanctuary, moved in the early
Gordon
special
virtue than my monthly
Batt:e,
an
outstanding
world."
Comet in San Francisco—and stages of the trial, before Rogge'a
How will the government link the worked in collaboration with Ed- opening address, that the proceed- American lawyer long prominent rental payments to my landlord.
as
an
anti-Nazi
"All
leader,
America
resigned
applauds Secretary
defendants in this conspiracy? ward James Smythe, William ings he put
over until after the from one of the several smealled Hull's act in sending the
Rogge gave the jury an idea. He Dudley Pelley, Eugene Sanctuary war, when these
other "co-con- Finnish 'relief' organizations, writ- Miulster Procope home. Finnish
not only insisted that there was and Frank W. Clark. He asserted
"America :Mould now follow up her
. more than mere parallelism be- that Robert E. Edmondson sent spirators" could be hailed into ing me:
court along with the accused. Mr.
The destruction of Hitler it belated step of wisdom by serving
tween the Nazi program and that his own propaganda to Germany Klein elk/ not make
clear how he
engaged in by those now on trial, on German ships and received Nazi expected this could then be accom- the prerequisite of the survival notice on the Finnish government
of civilization. I am for anyone that allies of Hitler are not
but he pointed out that Gerald propaganda for distribution here, plished, and, if he had
any plan who fights Hitler and against excused merely because they be be
Wham!, Elizabeth Dating, Law- free of charge, in return. He cited in mind, it
come
would
have
been
anyone
who helps him.
rence Dennis end Ernest F. Elm- the rousing welcome given the merely
to as with smiling voices or anwishful-thinking, for Justice fore, with reluctance, ThereI hare nual payments of gold. The sensihetet "went to Germany to team
Eicher, with a patience which when resigned from For Finland, ble
step is, therefore, a formal
at first hand how the Nazis came
the trial is over, will merit special lace
Bought That EXTRA
declaration that a state of war exto power there." He pointed to
commendation, over- ruled the
iste,
George Sylvester Viereek's long
War Bond Yet?
motion. This aspect of the case, Do Your Friends Get 'The Bulletin' withso as to include Finland along
the other allies of Hitler."

PROSECUTOR TO PROVE NAZI
AGENTS BACKED DEFENDANTS

1

SHELDON URGES UNITED STATES
WAR ON FINNISH NAZI STATE
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Defendants' Lives Given Up To Nazi Cause!
(Continued from

Frank W. Clark
The bloo—cr-Ilitestiest— of the
defendants in this case isYanlc
W. Clark, alias W. F. Gibson, of
VireZlha, Washingthn. re-fil"true
that other defendants talked of
pogroms and the like but with
nouier the relish nor frequency of
Defendant Clark, co-organizer with
Lois de LaFayette Washburn of

genes Federation, Chicago Tribune
Holding, Chicago), a co-distributor
of the Protocols of Zion, one of the
basic propaganda-publications used
by the Nazis in all countries. He
was associated with General Moseley, Joseph P. Kamp, Carl H. Mote,
ex-Congressman ThorkeLson, and a
host of other anti-democratic propagandists, both in this country
and in England. Like many of the
defendants he exploited a quasireligious background, being President of the 146th Street Elation,
at 351 East 140th Street, New York
City, (See article on "Religion as a
Camouflage for Sedition" elsewhere in this issue.)

Ellis 0.

page 12)

Jonce

Ellis 0. Jones, with Robert
Noble, a co-defendant, was organizer of the Friends of Progress,
and, on his own, of The Loyal
Copperheads of America, which

Ernest F. Elmhurst
Co.autir wItri'VrarliAin of

Garland L Alderman
Garland L. Alderman, of Pontiac,
Mich., is Secretary of the National
Workers' League. This organization, founded on remnants of the
old, disbanded Michigan terrorist
organization, the "Black Legion,"
the National Liberty Party. Clark's is headed by Parker Sage, former
idea of liberty is quoted by John Nazi agent, who was expelled from
Roy Carlson in Under Cover:
the United Automobile Workers'
"When the day comes to settle Union as a labor spy. It had a close
the score and I'm given a reward tie with the notorious Mantle Club
for my patriotism I want to be and the Industrial Legion of
made chief executioner of those America. Alderman was indicted in
guys who are now sticking up for Detroit in 1940 in connection with
Democracy." This former Pelley
lieutenant was also commander-inchief of the League of War
Veterans Guardsmen ---eennpsmad
of bee1Iffereememsandos like him.
self. He was publisher of the
Yankete_Freeman and of the,gadkee
e both of which it
Minuteman'
W5r41,eeeTe" propaganda releases. He wrote Lois Washburn,
a co-defendant, in 1937 that "guns,
ultimately, must be our weapons,"
and at a Boise convention he spoke
darkly of many of his henchmen
arming themselves with knives
"preferring the more silent
methods:" He worked with Edward
James Smythe, Deatherage, David
Truth Housing ProBaxter and other of the defendants the Sojourner
ject race riots in which an armed
for the greater glory of the Amerimob prevented Negro tenants from
can Reich.
moving in, and dozens of persons
were injured. His anti-Negro agitaEugene Sanctuary
tion undoubtedly was one of the
Sanctuary is a retired Reserve
factors to be blamed for the disOfficer who became ineligible for
graceful Detroit race riots of 1943,
active duty in 1940.
and his resonsibility in that conFor many years a leader in Ku
nection was then publicly exposed
Klux Klan activity, in both its antiby the Anti-Nazi League. He was
Catholic, anti-Negro and anti-Jewindicted for sedition July 23, 1942
ish phases, Sanctuary collaborated
and on Jan. 4, 1943, and again on
with Col. Winfield Jones (who bad
January 8, 1944. The National
Workers' League published the Nationalist Newsletter and was of
great assistance to the America
First Committee. Alderman was an
associate of Gerald L. K. Smith.
On the advisory Committee of the
National Workers' League was
George Deatherage, a co-defendant
in the present trial. Alderman was
an associate of Max Stephan,
known Nazi and America Pirates',
who was sentenced to die for his
part in aiding the escape of a Nazi
flier from a Canadian prism camp.
Alderman was graduated from
Ohio State University with a B. S.
degree in 1930, and was a student
no right to the title, having been in Charles Coughlin's Social Justice
discharged from the Army in 1926 courses. He was chairman of the
by reason of conviction of a felony) Pontiac "America First" group.
in writing and publishing the offi- The N. W. L. sold the infamous
cial Klan history, Knights of the forgery, The Protocols of Zion to
Ka Klux Klan, a 295-page book is- swell its funds.
sued by The Tocsin Publishers, 51.1
In a letter to The American MerWest 111th Street, New York (the cury in 1942 Alderman declared:
address of Sanctuary's apartment). "The peace will be negotiated by
The Fiery Cross, official Klan news- Hitler, Museolint the present Jappaper, gave considerable space to anese government, and by Sir Osadvertisements of this publication. wald Mosley of England, Wra. DudA prolific writer of anti-semitic ley Pelley, Father Coughlin, Col_
and isolationist tracts (The Talmud Lindbergh and Senator Nye."
Unmasked, The Holy See and the
Jews, Tearing Away the Veils, War Quebec Anti-Semites
Guilt and War Mongers, etc.),
Desecrate Synagogue
Sanctuary's activities included promotion and dissemination of the
Police blamed vandals for a fire
propaganda of most of his co-de- which seriously damaged Quebec's
fendants in this trial. He was the
new Beth Israel Synagogue, prior
author of near-pornographic attacks on the President, and of a to its dedication. Firemen said
musical lampoon against Wendell one wall of the new building was
He was a regular contribu- soaked with gasoline.
tor to Gerald Winrod's The Defender, and was, with Harry K. Bought That EXTRA War Bond?
Jury (American Vigilant Intelli-

Charles B. Hudson
Under Cover, in October, 1941, advising him to dodge Army service.
She was in touch with Governor
Eugene (Red Suspenders) Talmadge, of Georgia, and was
notified by him of his leadership
of a new White Supremacy secret
society in 1941. She has had a
considerable correspondence with
one of the Anti-Nazi League's investigators, occasionally signing
her communications "T.N.T."

took its name from its support of
Charles A. Lindbergh, after President Roosevelt had stigmatized the
flier's attitude an that of the "Copperheads" of the Civil War period.
Re wrote for the Bond paper The
Free American, and his groups
turned out en masse to eee the Nazi
propaganda film "War in the
West" in Los Angeles. Four days
after Pearl Harbor he participated
in Robert Noble's mock impeachment of Roosevelt at a pro-Nazi
rally and declared at that time:
"The Japanese have a right to
Hawaii. . . I would rather be
in this war on the aide of Germany than on the aide of the
British."
In 1941, the Anti-Nazi League
exposed him as the mailer of "Copperhead" Christmas greetings to
many leaders and group workers
of the America First Committee.
Most of this Committees principal
mailing lists seemed still to be
available to Jones despite • the
ostensible dissolution of the America First Committee just after
Pearl Harbor. He was convicted of
sedition in California, under a
State indictment in 1942 and is
serving a four year term for that
offense. He was among those indicted by the Federal Government
July 23, 1942, January 4, 1943 and
January 3, 1944.

Lois de LaFayette
Washburn

e
a violent anti-Semite
World Hoax published by W. D.
Polley, Ernest F. Elmhurst was
the "handy man" for his codefendant George Deatherage.
When Deatherage was unable to
attend the Erfurt conference of the
American Quielinge who went there
to master and imbibe the Nazi
propaganda technique in company
with the Nazi gaeliters from 22
countries, it was Elmhurst
who went in his place, carrying
Deatherage'a speech, which was
later printed in Nazi papers amid
general pollee. Elmhurst wan a
frequent speaker at Christian

.
.
Mobirzer meet-Nee, sponsored_
Joseph (McNeal) McWilliams.He
was a close collaborator of Charles
B. Hudson and Pete Stahrenberg,
and lived on Staten Island with
Thomas Q cla a friend of the
daMS7.—lifithenstrupp. He was
also the author of A protocol of
1935 an anti-Semitic "expose."
Elmhurst was prolific of schemes
to avoid the draft which he imparted to men he thought were
about to be inducted, and he told
the author of Under Cover that he
"never overlooked an opportunity
to talk to soldiers and sailors."

Lois de LaFayette Washburn—
inordinately proud of the "de LaPeter Stahrenberg
Fayette" and claiming descent
Stahrenberg, with Robert Edfrom that worthy patriot — was
an organizer, in 1938, of the mondson, was a promoter of Nazi
National Liberty Party, and a co- "divide and conquer" propaganda
organizer, with Donald Shea, of the from the very beginning of Hitler's
plan to break down confidence in
the American government, and win
active and militant support for fascism here. He published The National American and organized The
American National Socialist Party,
which was a close American parallel of Hitler's own party, the National Socialist German Labor Party. Both Ethrionson and Col. Eugene Sanctuary, his co-defendants
in this trial, spoke at his meetings,
and he was Sanctuary's printer, as
well as the distributer, for Edmondson, of imported propaganda from
Germany. His paper, The National
American, displayed the swastika.
on its masthead, and used German
National Gentile League. Viciously "World Service" material in its colanti-Semitic, she published The umns. Viciously anti-racial, StahYankee Freeman, rising "World remberg was also ambitious to be
Service" Nazi propaganda. (An- the leader of armed militant groups
other publication under the same and was cordial in his response to
title was later issued by one of Toe "Mcafazi" McWilliams' dreams
her collaborators in New England.) of sweeping New York streets with
The 4th of July after Pearl Harbor machine guns. He printed and disMrs. Washburn was present at tributed posters identical with
Boise Idaho at a meeting of sub- those which appeared in Hitler's
versives and anti-Semites masking own newspaper, Der Stutrmer. Urg
their activities by falsely claim- ing Americans to greater consciing to meet under the auspices of ousness of their eAryanism," Stabthe Disabled War Veterans. At renberg's paper pointed to Germathat meeting she declared the New ny as an example, declaring:
'Germany has already rises in
Deal had worked secretly with
Japan to bring about the Pearl her might and thrown off the
Harbor attack! She worked with shackles which kept her people in
Frank W. Clark, and wrote a letter slavery."
to John Roy Carlson, author of (National American, Nov., 1939.)

Charles B. Hudson's America
Danger, a weekly news -lett
published in Omaha, was on t
recommended list of the No
propaganda agency, World Serve
He lobbied
against the lendlease bill with
Catherine Curtis,
an executive of
Women Investors
in America, Inc.,
and with Elizabeth filling. As
early as 1939 be
visited other
propagandists in
New York and
attended the June
7 meeting of the
American Nationalist party in N.
York. He was a backer of Gt
Geo. Van Born Mosey and at
Dies Committee nearing he notate
ed a gIass of water from the Ge
oral, dumped its contents and 3
marked:
"The water might have bee
poisoned by the Hidden Handl
"The Hidden Hand" is the title
a leaflet widely distributed by C
Santuary, Winrod, and other deft
dents, based on the old Czarist-Ns
propaganda forgery, The Protom
of Zion. He distributed the leaf
entitled You Crucifixion, a vlcio
anti-Willkie lampoon. He mail
hundreds of cards on "Dims
Africa" to relatives of men in t
armed service under Rep. Cle
Hoffman's frank, as did his
defendant P. F. Dennstt. He war
heavy backer of Cong. Thorkels
of Montana, and used World Sea
ice heavily in his publications.

Former Bond Heal
The arreat July 20 by Fedei
Bureau of Investigation agents
Knoxville, Tenn., of _Walden
Otte 35-year-old
citizen, on an espionage charge 1been announced by the Departmc
of Justice.
FBI Director J. Edgar Roo'
said that Othmer, a former lean
of the German-American bond
Trenton, 9.1:-.7.,-e'rerth -Germ
in 1935 and was trained as
espionage agent.
Mr. Hoover said Othmer
ted he was trained in writing a
developing secret ink rnessag
that he was furnished names a
addresses of persona in four Eu
peen countries to whom he was
report, and that the Germans en
him $800 in each when he lea.
The FBI said he was inst.=
particularly to repent on let
lease shipments.
The complaint charges ti
Othmer conspired with Herm
Bensmana and Johannes Disch
to violate the espionage stattli
Bensmann and Bischoff are 1
in the United States and are c.
netted with the German fete
gene organization, the FBI
ported.

aim

'WE THE MOTHERS' AS.
FOR PEACE NOW
The national convention of
the....Houssaa_monuize.f or-Amer
Inc., isolationist women's organ
'don; whose activities nave been
posed by the Anti Nazi Leag
drew to a close June 13th in C
eago with the passage of rest
tions demanding an immediate
gotiated peace with Germany.
The convention opened with
members Meeting behind clo
doors, but large numbers dill
away when many prominent won
amnouneed as convention speak
tailed to appear.

Bought That EXTRA
War Bond Yet?
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to exclude these documents, which exit from the case Laughlin propaganda by thee.,
,
was finally overruled, and the attempted to get an impeachment
One example of to,..‘.51ty.
taking of the evidence began.
of Justice Eicher, failing which, which the sedition conspiracy ..
on July 17, he filed suit against the is having on several politic=
Aa.
Hafted Case Cited
jurist for 6100,220, "in behalf of figures who have withdrawn their the Mende organization and ramiConsiderable of a flurry was the government:: seeking this sum names from candidacies of one sort fications, and the connection becreated, both in the minds of the not for himself, but for the Gov- or another, and beat a hasty retreat tvreen the defendenta and the
general public and of the defense ernment. The money represents from the public gaze, is furnished Bend. Rogge la now proceeding
attorneys when, on June 12, the Ladghlin't -idea of the jurist's by Gerald P. Nye, who, more bold to augment that evidence and
Supreme Court of the United salary "plus penalties" for sitting than some others, has nevertheless prove by documentation and
States decided that Elmer Hart- "illegally" in the case. It is logical continued to run for office. On June testimony the conspiracy which is
zel's conviction en charges of sedi- to expect more such attempts from 21 Ira Koehne, for Broenstrupp, alleged against the defendants.
tion and subversion of the morale the defense, for these steps furnish Clark and Washburn, filed a motion
It fa Certain, hwoever, that the
of the armed forces, should be excellent grist for the columns of asking permission to subpoena case will presently, after the heat
reversed. For a few days predici- propaganda sheets like X-Ray.
documents In the possession of of the election comps/ Arlin subJewish Plot Charged
After getting the evidence Senator Nye which were "vital to sided, emerge as one of the most
tions were freely made by propaEllis 0. Jones, already caught ganda partisans of the defendants introduced regarding the collabora- the defense of his ()bents." He
important ever
cribbing from the brief prepared by that this was a blow to the Gov- tion between the defendants and said Nye had promised him photo- Government undertaken by the
and as one that
Laughlin, arose to whine that ernment's case. The Hartzel case, the German American Bland, the static copies, and that he went to likely to affect • the future is
of
Rogge was a "conspirator" and to however, differed widely from the Government has introduced the see the Senator because of Nye's American
democracy
worn the jury against prosecutors sedition conspiraey case, particu- material which for a decade the remark in the Senate on Jan. 14, acutely than it affects even more
the
present.
in general.
larly in the fact that Hartzel Anti-Nazi League has insisted 1943, that "most of those involved There are other cases—other potenOn the basic theory propounded was never charged with any con- constituted a open conspiracy in this alleged conspiracy
are tial defendants—other conspiracies
by the defense nearly an masse, nection with Germany. Petitions against the United States—the no more guilty of conspiracy than not "originating" in Erfurt, •but
that this is a "political" trial, At- for dismissal of the proceedings on propaganda of "World Service," (a I am." Senator Nye has since been stemming clearly from that source,
torney Laughlin wrote to the Presi- this basis were denied by Justice sample of which appears on an- "too busy" to dig up the docu- which it will be a.major program
dent demanding the ouster of Judge Eicher, and the legal issues, other page of this Issue of the ments.
of the Anti-Nazi League to uncover
Eicher as presiding Justice on the discussed in another column of this Bulletin) and evidence of the use
It may seem to some that the and expose and against which
ground that the President had ap- issue of the Antl-Nazi Bulletin by and wide dissemination of this trial is proceeding more slowly, public action will also be demanded.
pointed him especially to secure a the League's Counsel, Julius Goldconviction, in which charge he was stein, were held not relevant.
Joined by Ira Koehne (for Frank
Form 'Contempt' Club
W. Clark, Howard Broenstrupp and
LOH Washburn) and by Henry H. The government's slow procestion of the Hamel case, it granted forward. Naturally, it is marl
Klein (for Eugene Sanctuary). The sion of witnesses former Band
(Continued from page II)
certiorari on the ground that this difficult to show that a given per"Jewish plot" charge was made by members whose testimony has been that the purpose was to interfere
was
"a matter of great public im- son peddled the Nazi line in col11 I e i n, and concurred in by introduced to show that there was with the successful prosecution portance."
laboration with Nazi officials. But
Laughlin, and both demanded the a definite connection between the of the war. It must be assumed,
Germany
was finished in the last it is provable In hundreds of intrial be postponed until after the Bond in the United States and the we think. that Hartzel expected war long before
her
arms
and
stances.
Nazi
party
and
regime.
in Germany those who read his pamphlets
war to permit the calling up of
ammunition had run out. She was
One hopes that the Hansel
the alleged "co-conspirators Hite went on. The defense counsel con- to accept their contents as the psychologically
at low ebb, which decision has not established official
ler, Goebbels, Goering and others." tinued to perform obstructively truth; otherwise, there could is another
way of saying that her sanction for more conduct like that
Just before the trial George and were tined repeatedly,—so have been no purpose in their morale
had struck bottom. In keep- of Hartzel. The rule which it
Deatherage, one of the defendants, much so that a few of them surrep- circulation. Certainly it cannot ing with
her eternal pattern of announces may one day die among
had written a 70 page booklet titiously organized a "club" which be reasonably 'misted that the
militarism,
she aimed for another those who worship free speech—to
attacking the proceedings which he they called the Eicher Contempt defamatory and vicious attack war of
conquest as soon as possible, paraphrase Mr. Justice Helmercharacterized as "an imitation of Club, and wore little ribbons, made upon the President of the but resolved not to make
the same t° the extent of permitting the
the Moscow trails," and it is lettered eECC" under their coat United States, the Commander- mistake again, and began, almost
shout of "Fire" in a crowded
therefore perhaps not strange that lapels.
in-Chief of the Armed Forces at once, in 1916, to prepare the theatre. Perhaps recent military
Ira Koehne, on the opening day
Laughlin, always a ring-leader of the nation, if believed would psychological warfare of which the successes have emboldened
the
referred to "this imitation of the in the spectacular moves designed not seriously affect if not Pelley and other cases
are minor majority of Coot to condone HarMoscow trial," nor that Lola Wash- to hamper the prosecution, filed a destroy, the morale of the tuition, samples.
mers action but on an hands see
burn should hiss "Viahinsky!" (the petition with the Speaker of the both civilian and military."
. When Pelley's conviction eras signs that we have not yet emerged
iaeme of the Soviet prosseator) at House for the impeachment of
In substance, the same thing
from the woods and that for the
Rogge every time he entered or left Judge Eicher, who thereupon dis- was said of Pelley by the United upheld in 1943, the Court said his present
at least it would have been
the courtroom. Some of the defense missed him as attorney for Edward States Circuit Court and Pelley's words were dangerous because he well
for the majority to have gone
counsel, notably Lawrence Dennis, James Smythe and Robert Noble. decision of conviction was approved created a nation-wide Silver Shirt along
with the decision in the
organization;
because
he
had
an
(for himself) and Ben Lindas (for Ethelbert.Frey, already represent- by the United States Supreme
Penes, ease.
mischief of the
George S. Vienack) dissociated ing Robert Edmondson, was ap- Court. Then came the decision in extensive library of German, Hartzel case, The
if any, is not as much
Italian and Japanese originated
themselves from Laughlin's attack pointed to represent Eugene Sans- the Hartzel case. It should be
in
its value as a precedent, which
on Justice Eicher.
team whose lawyer, Henry Klein, remembered that a jury of 12 men, propaganda, and was one of Hit- is small, because it is confined to
ler's genuine admirers. These were
The anti-amide matter was had refused to continue with the a District Judge, and 3 Judges of some of the elements by which his a certain fart pattern but in the
injected chiefly by the attorneys case. M. E. Buckley, already rep- the Circuit Court of Appeals gave intent was shown.
degree of comfort which some
for defendants whose pre-trial ac- resenting Ernst F. Elmhurst was full and careful study to the facts
Germany leaned heavily on the incipient seditionists may find in
tivities had been particularly appointed to represent Edward and the law and affirmed Hartzers Oleos which Hitler's military the words of the majority opinion,
violent on this theme. Laughlin James Smythe, and J. Austin guilt before his case reached the psychology created — separating particularly when fortified by consecured wide epeee in papers of Latimer, representing James ,B. United States Supreme Court Frenchmen into economic and poli- clusions which certain elements of
the Chicago-Tribune group by at- True and George Deatherage, where Justices Murphy, Roberts, tical classes, into groups for and the press have drawn, possibly for
tempting to subpoena the records briefly represented Robert Noble, Black, Rutledge and Douglas said, against war; separating English their own purposes, from those
,
of the Anti-Nasi League, the Anti- whose trial, a few days later, was in effect, that Hartzel's war of men from Englishmen, Americans
wards.
Defamation League, the Friends of "severed," as were also the trials words did not amount to sedition, from Americans, and no on down
Democracy and other organiza- of True and David 0. Baxter.
because, among other reasons, the line until internal chaos not
there was no evidence that Hartzel
tion, which, he said, were the
Long Trial Seen
was associated in any way with only kept them very busy trying I
genesis of the present prosecution.
Henry Klein, the anti-semitic at- say foreign or subversive organiza- to put their own homes in order,
Keehn and Latimer filed chalbut also kept them from paying
William litungren, publisher of
lenges against a prospective juror, torney defending the anti-emetic tion. Singularly, one of the first much attention to German reAmerica Speaks, and number 1
Sol Kasen, because of his Jewish Col. Eugene Sanctuary, was so steps in the sedition case taken by armament for world conquest.
fund-raiser in the appeals for financestry. Not until after Rogge's disturbed at the events that pre- Mr. Rogge was to show the direct
Sedition, thus defined, requires ancing • Colonel Sanctuary's trial,
opening speech on May 18 did these vented his turning the trial into a connection between the defendants not only the doing
of certain things,
well-worn propagandist arguments Nazi arena, that he deserted his and the Deutsches Auslanda In- but also the proof of an Intent on writes in his appeal-letter of
subside sufficiently to permit client on July 5, and on hie refusal stitute, and other Nazi foreign the part of the doer, generally to July 1, Ma, ". - this is probably
Lawrence Dennis, who bad mean- to return from New York, a con- PrOPaganda organisations. Those bring about the evil remits charg- your hat chance to serve your
while fired his attorney, Floyd tempt citation was issued against steps showed the pattern the pres- ed. This intent may be proven country for I am convinced, ...that
Lanham, to stress his new defense him, and, on July 21, Justice Eicher ent case will take: a pattern which from his own acts or domestic as- the showdown is now, and not in
theme of alleged interference with issued a bench warrant for his ar- the United States Supreme Court sociations, but If so, the proof must November."
The boys in Normandy, in Guam,
rest. Klein had already been twice unanimously approves. Mr. Justice
free speech.
be very clear indeed. If proof of in Saipan, in Sicily would certainly
fined for contempt.
Reed wrote a dissenting opinion connection
a foreign country like to know that the ..last chance"
Bundetere Called
But it Is now evident that this In the Harteel case, in which or its agentswith
can be adduced as a
By June 15 no less than a score trial will be a long-drawn-out Justices Frankfurter, Douglas and way of showing this evil intent, the folks back home have to serve
bf defense motions for mistrial had affair. Even after the death of Jackson concurred. Thus we have 4 then the crime of sedition may be their country is by financing the
been made on one ground or an- Elmer J. Garner early in the trial, Supreme Court judges; 3 Circuit much more easily established. And trial of Colonel Sanctuary and his
other, and each had been overruled. and the severance of the trial of Court judges and 'one trial /edge in any event, each case is apt to be attorney, Henry Klein.
E. Bateman Ennis unsuccessfully the defendants Robert Noble, David and a jury of twelve voting to considered on its own basis of facts.
Gerald Winrod addresses his
tried this tactic, citing the Supreme 0. Baxter and James B. True had convict Hartzel even though no
One supposes that in the final
to "Dear Praying Friend."
Court's short-lived reversal of the reduced the total number of connection was established be- analysis the real difference be- appeal
In it he states that "—in the
conviction of George S. Viereck as defendants to twenty-air, it was tween him and a foreign Govern- tween sedition and free speech,
present
battle in Washington, we
a Nazi agent. W. A. Gallagher, for evident there would be no let-up ment.
(including "vicious and unreason- (the seditionists) are defending
Present Case Aided
Diebel and Schwinn, made a sim- in the delaying tactics of the
ing attacks on our military
American
Civil Liberty." His apdefense, which democratic justice It would seem as though the frequent appeals to false and
ilar motion, also overruled.
peal is not so much for financial
The government, after Dennis' possibly makes inevitable in the Supreme Court has very carefully sinister racial theories and gross
aid
as
for
the
termination of "New
opening statement, called Peter trial of so extensive a conspiracy, given Mr. Rogge the green bight libels of the President") is found
Gissibl, former Chicago Bend involving in effect, trying twenty- in the current sedition ease. The in whether these words are uttered Deal terrorism" which he thinks
has
brought
him and his conleader, Robert Stripling, and Lt. six cases at one time. Noble's Court is not composed of men as independent thoughts, in which
Harry Pfaltzgreff, former Dies severance was ordered because of unaware of what is going on about case they are not punishable, or federates to trial. Mr. Winrod
committee investigators, to identify his "unruly conduct" on July 13, them. It may be assumed that in collaboration with and in fur- forgets, for the nonce, that the
the 167 G.errnan-American Band and Baxter's severance, ordered Regge's case received very careful therance of the propaganda decision of guilty or not guilty
documents, including orders issued the same day, was because of a discussion and analysis "off the aims of the German foreign office. rests with the able jury which his
by Buneesfuelmer Fritz Kuhn, deafness that does not permit him record" in the conferences which This distinction places a great own attorney helped to impanel—
which it introduced in evidence. to hear what is going on. True's preceded the decision in Hartzel'a burden on the Government but it in true American fashion.
This move on the part of the Gov- severance was because of illness. ease. In fact, when the Supreme is a burden which it can meet in
BOUGHT THAT EXTRA
ernment was countered by a motion
As it Parthian shot in his slow Court was asked to take jurisdic- the Ma-SS trial now going
WAR BOND YET?.
`Moscow trials." He cited his long
service with the State Department
in a minor capacity when he
reached sought to shift attention
from the Nazi connections charged
by conjuring up a civil liberties
issue, declaring:
"Pearl Harbor did ttet suspend
the Bill of Righter
He did not mention, of course,
that it came very near to doing
just that!
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